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2,700.000,000 bushels,

of a total estimated value of $1,216,000,iHM). Hay come* second, with a value of
$005,000,000. Cotton is expected tb
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eat from thirty to fifty pounds of grain
for days in succession, and lives to enjoy the honors.
I do not think that the business cows
of the state are over-fed, but I do think
that a great majority of them are overworked. Stimulated by generous feedmilk late
ing, they are induced to yield
dry wben the new calf is
and are
born.
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Milking stripper cows is the most
know of. It yields
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[continued.]
ltul)>h Hazeltine called

Secretary Wilson's Report.

Secretary Wilson of the Department of
Agriculture has sent to tbe President
bis annual report. In it tbe Secretary
to present evisays that it is gratifying
dence of tbe unprecedented prosperity
which has rewarded tbe diligence of tbe
farmer and the efforts of his department.
A year of unequaled prosperity has
been added to tbe most remarkable
series of similar years that has come to
farmers of this country. Farm crops
bave never before been harvested at such
a high general level of production and
value. Corn bas reached its highest

more

breeding than the

S

By JOSEPH C. LINCOLN

the afterACREAGE IN INDIA—AH^- | noon following Elsie's arrival, and CapINCREASING
tain Erl Insisted on his staying to tea.
GENTINA'S EXPERIMENTS.
It might Lave been noticed that the
The German consul general in Calcutta electrician seemed a trifle embarrassed
sends to an industrial periodical in hps when Mi*» Preston ciiuii ...
ι.χ· room,
own country some particulars of tlie
'nut as t'i·? young lutly w;u ujt embarcotton prospect in India. He says th it
rassed in the least ami had apparently
a large crop is
expected this seaso 9.
mistaken Identity InciThe people of the cotton growing se :- forgotten the
tions of India are satisfied that there is dent his nervousness soon wore off.
But it came back again wheu Capmoney in cotton, hence are constantly
increasing the acreage and the method's tain Eli said:
of culture and care. The increase of
"Oh, 1 say, Mr. Hazeltine, I forgot to
acreage this year is fully 8 per cent. usk you did 'Gusty come yesterday?'
United
as
the
That part of India known
Kalph answered rather hurriedly that
Provinces has 4,500,000 acres under cotshe did uot. lie endeavored to change
late
tbe
of
appearton now. Because
the subject, but the captain wouldn't
ance of the monsoon the sowing was
is
outlook
the
exceedingly L>t him.
late; still,
"Well, there," he exclaimed amazed·
encouraging.
The fruitful province of Asiatic Russia ly, "if 'Gusty ain't broke her word!
whose capital is Samarcand increased its Fust time sence l'erez was took with
cotton acreage by 88.0 per cent during the 'Naval Commander' disease that she
1904-Ό5. The amount under cotton aiu't been ou hand wheu the month
cultivation is not particularly large, was
tip to git her $2. Got so we sort of
being 4!\5M)0 acres, still it indicates a reckoued
by her like au aluiauac. Kind
tendency on the part of all people who
uf thought she was sure, like death and
can cultivate cotton to increase their
the taxes. And now she has gone buck ou
acreage. Because of bad weather
In
yield was 22.4 per cent less than a nor- us. Blessed if I ain't disapp'luted
The yield was 88,000,882 'Gusty.·*
mal crop.
"Who is she?" Inquired Mrs. Snow.
pounds, 11,223,754 pounds less than what
was expected and would have been pick- •One of those book agent critters?"
ed had the weather been favorable.
"Well, If you called her that to her
According to consular reports receiv- face I expect tbere'd be «iuiiIIk. hut I
ed directlv at Washington, Argentina
cal'late she couklu't prove a alibi In
has been striving to grow cotton. Tbe
court."
was disastrous
pressure of low prices
Now, It may have been Mr. Hazelto many parts of the country, but did
not succeed in persuading the people to Hue's fancy, but be could have sworn
The that there was Just the suspicion of a
aside
put cotton planting entirely
cheapness of the land has favored cotton twiukle in Mi** Preston's eye as ahe
have
growing; only freight and wages
asked intUH-ently enough:
worked against success. With time,
"Is she a young lady. Captain Erl'.'"
both of these, it is believed, will be over"Well, she bop·· she Is," was the deIf the Chinese are admitted into
come.
auswer. "Why?"
Argentina to work 00 the plantations it liberate
"IHie* she look like me?"
is easy to see that tbe problem of labor
"Like you? Oh. my soul and body!
will be easily solved. N'o worker· in the
tropics excel the Chinese. They have Wait till you see her. What made you
demonstrated their willingness to work, ask that?"
their ability to live in tbe hottest parts
"Oh. nothiug. 1 was a little curious,
of tbe world and tbelr capecltv to conthat'· all. Have you seen her, Mr. Iiavert swamps and de*ert places into garzeltine'i"
dens. Once the ootton growing of the
Kalph stammered somewhat confuswarm parts of the world passes into tbe
bands of the Chinese, a long step toward edly that he hadn't had the pleasure.
increasing tbe supply and toward secur- The captain glanced from the electriing tropical cotton crops will be taken. cian to Miss Preston and back again.
Then he suddenly realized the situa-

for precedence
skill in the art of competes
$500,000,who bred the poultry products aggregating
000 in value.
winners at the St. Louis Exposition last
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the breeds orginated
N'o crop but corn produces the income
We have taken all of these breeds and
that the dairy cow does. The estimate
Americanized them and adapted them to of tbe value of dairy products for 1905
Are the people of Jersey,
our purposes.
farmer's hen

everything

Jeweler and Graduate

So again, gentlemen, I stand for the
Maine bred cow, for she shall become
the mother of a race of cows possessed
of such function and powers of endu:
ance as will enable them to change th<
products of these brown soils into fine]
and more valuable farms and to reclotb
again these hills and valleys with a ver
dure which once was theirs, and mak<
the lives of the generation of men and"
women who are to follow us, rich an
round and full of God's blessings.
Maine Farmer.

oue-third
corn, reached its highest production
to Scotland for better Ayrshires, or to this
four crops—corn, hay, wheat
Holland for Holsteins, simply because and year,
rice—reached their highest value.
in those countries?
as

Ely's Cream Balm
<

her constant benediction. Fields trampled with battle, saturated with blood,
torn with the ruts of cannon, grow green
again with grass, and carnage is forgotten.
Forests decay, harvests perish,
flowers vanish, but grass is immortal.
Sown by the winds, by wandering birds,
it softens the rude outlines of the world.
It invades the solitudes of deserts,
climbs the inaccessible slope of mountains, modi ties climates, and determines
the history, the character and destiny of
uations. It yields no fruit in earth, or
air, and yet—should its harvest fail for
a single year, famine would depopulate
the earth.
And so, gentlemen, 1 stand for Grass !"
This great dairy industry is being
made what it is by the united work ot
the millions of American bred cows;
cows without pedigree·; cows without
histories; cows that are not known beyond the borders of the farms on which
they were raised. They came from
breeding cows of that hardy old New
England stock, to special dairy bred
bulls, that were imported from Jersey,
tiuernsey, England, 'Scotland and Holland, and continued the breeding with
the succeeding generations until we are
fast appnotcbing a general basal atock
which ia better in its hardihood, and
better in its performance, than like
numbers of pure bred cows of any, ur
all breeds.
Not fur one inataut would I be understood aa undervaluing the tuany herds
of pure bred dairy cattle we have, fur it
was through the influence of the better
bulla of each breed, that our common
cows have derived their dairy functions.
While we have many, very many,
beautiful, great milk and butter producing cowa in the pure bred herda. It
ao
is lauieutable, that among them are
would be
tuany inferior creatures, that
tolerated in no breeder's herd eicept
under lax registration laws. In our
the
common grade dairy sfcwk we have
beat of foundation on which to bund
the dairy workers of the future. The
breeders of pure bh>ode will vie with
each other in breeding bulls good enough
for the needs of the practical dairyman,
and this should be the highest purpose
of their work, because of the greater
tield of usefulness.
We need no lunger go to foreign countries fur new and better blood, for the
high quality of
great number and
American breeding establishments give
ample scope for the avuidance of the
pernicious influence of inbreeding.
Why do we expect to find better stock
on the island of Jersey—an area not
Pittsgreater than this little town of
field? Or on Guernsey, which is but

CAP'N ERI
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proximately

Skim Mllkfor Hogs.
The Missouri
Experiment Station
finds that skim milk makes more satisor
factory gains than either green alfalfa
blue grass where either one is fed largely with corn, says the Rural World.
While it is very profitable to feed this
skim milk to large hogs, it is found
much more profitable when fed to growing stock, as they need the bone-forming
material which the skim milk furnishes.
In many dairies the skim milk fed to the
hog is about the only souroe of profit of
running the dairy. It is a valuable bycan
product of the dairy, and one that as
a
be economically and profitably used
hog feed. One especially good feature
of feeding skim milk to hogs Is that you
sell the finished product and keep the

on

(Minima used to love to call it. To tell
tin* truth, petticoat government was
wearing 011 him. The marriage agreement, to which his partners considered
him houml and which he saw no way to
evade, hung over him always, but be

had put this threat of the future from
his miud so far as possible, lie had not
fouud orderly housekeeping the joy
that he once thought it would be, but

this he could bear. Elsie Preston
the drop too much.
lie liked Mrs. Suow, except in a marrying sense. He liked Elsie better than
any young lady be bad ever seen. The
trouble was that between the two he,
as lie would have expressed it, "didn't

even
was

bitve the peace of a dog."
Before Klsie came a game of checkers 1 «'tween I'erex and himself had
been the regular after supper amusement. Now they played whist. Captain Kri ami Elsie against him anil his
As Elsie and ber
former op]»oueut.
partner almost invariably won and as
l'cre* usually found fault with him
because they lost, this was not au
agreeable change. But it was but oue.
lit· didu't like musliu curtaius in bin
bedroom because they wen· a tiuisance
wln-n he wanted to sit up in bed and
look out of the window. But the curtains were put there, and everybody
else seemed to think them beautiful, ko
he coukl not protect.
Captain I'erex
and Captain Kri bad taken to "ilrewslng
up** for supper to the exteut of putting
on neckties and clean collars; alko tbey
shaved every day. He stuck to the old
"twice a wi-ek" plau for awhile, but
looked so scrubby by contrast that out
of uierv self respect he had to follow
suit.
Obviously two females in the
house were oue too mauy.
bad to lté doue.

Something

|
j

"Ho, bo!" he roared, slapping his
knee and rocking back and forth in bis
chair. "Don't for the land's sake tell
me you took Elsie here for 'Gusty
Black! Don't now! Don't!"
"He asked me if I had taken many
orders," remarked the young lady demurely.

When the general hilarity had abated
little Kalph penitently explained that
it was dark, that Captain Erl had said
Miss Black was young and that she
a

carried a bag.
"So I uld, βο I aid," cnucKieu xuu
captuiu. "I s'pose 'twas uat'ral enough,
but, oh, dear, It's awful funny! Now,
Elsie, you'd ought to feel flattered.
Wait till you see 'Gusty's hat, the oue
she got up to Boston."
"Am I forgiven, Miss Preston?" asked Hazeltlne as he said good night.
"Well, I don't kuow," was the rather
noncommittal answer. "I think I shall

have to wait until I see 'Gusty."
But .Mr. Hazeltlne apparently took
his forgiveness for granted, for his
calls became more and more frequent,

until his dropping in after supper came
Young
to be a regular occurrence.
people of the better class are scarce
iu Orham duriug the fall and winter
months, and ltalph found few congenial companions. He liked the capsotains and Mrs. Snow, and Elsie's
was a relief after a day with the

ciety
operators at the station. Mr. Laugley
was entirely absorbed In his business
and spent his evenings In his room
readlug and smokiug.

So September and October passed
School opened
and November came.
in October, and the captains had another boarder, for Joslali Bartlett,
against his wishes, gave up his posiscut to
tion as stage driver and was

school again. As the boy was no longer
at the livery stable, Captain
him
Perez felt the necessity of having
uuder his eye, aud so Joslali li\ed at
set
the house by the shore, a cot being
His comuse.
up in the parlor for his
ing made more work for Mrs. Snow,
but that energetic lady dkl not seem
iu getting
to mind aud even succeeded
about
I he youngster to do a few chores
won
ihe place, an achievement that
the everlasting admiration of Captain

employed

l erez. who had no governing power
whatever over the boy aud condoned
him
the most of his faults or scolded
feebly for the others.
Baxter coutiuued to waver be-

Johu

He had
tween this world aud the next.
intervals of consciousness, in which he
the captains and Elsie, but

recognized

these rational moments were few, and,
although he talked a little, he never
mentioned recent eveuts nor alluded to

the lire.
The tire itself became an old story,
The
and gossip took up other subjects.
service
"Come Outers" held a Jubilee
sabecause of the destruction of the
to reloou, but, as Web soon began
was
build and repair, their jollification
he
short lived. As for Mr. Sauudera,
was the same unctuous, smUlug perbeen. It
sonage that he had formerly
that Capwae a curious fact aud one
to
tuiu Erl uoted that he never ceased

'Tcrcz, ιουκ ncre quu-κ;

Ralph Ilazeltiue'8 frequent calls gave
him the inspiration he was looking for.

This was to bring about a mnrriuge
between Ralph and Miss Preston.
After deliberation he decided that if
this could be done the pair would live
somewhere else, even though John Baxter was still too ill to be moved. Elsie
could come in every day, but she would
be too busy with her own establishto bother with the "improvement" of theirs. It wasn't a very brilliant plan and had some vital objections. but Captain Jerry considered It

ment

to

other

mixed.

I
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and Elsie were waiting.
Ralph glanced at the carryall and
then at those who were expected to
occupy it.
••1 think I'd better row down, captain," he said. "I don't see how live
of us are gjlng to And room in there.
"What! In a carryall?" exclaimed
the captain. "Why, that's what a carryall's for. I've carried six lu a carryall 'fore now. 'Twas u good while
ago. though." he added, with a chuckle,
-when I was considerable younger u I
am now.
Squeezin' didn't couut in
them days. 's,,, daily if the girl- wanted to go to camp uieetin. I cal late
we can fix It. You and me II set ou the

BIhIc
front seat and the rest in bark
ain't a very big package, and Perer
Ile II At in
be s sort of iujy rublK-r.
W· ΙΓ* lt al,J
inoHt anywheres.

^ΛιμΙ

try It tbey did. While It
true that El»k> was rather small. Mr*
Su..* was <listiu«tly targe, and bow
Captain l'ere*. In spite of Ills alleg.il
elasticity, wauaged to lind room 1m·
He. how
tweeu them Is a mystery
ever, announced that 1m· was ail rig

caution:
••Don't Jolt none. Eri. canne 1 ni kind
of haugiiT on the little uklae of uoth

adding

as

a

"•Til

look «Mit for you." answered hi*
friend, picking up the reins. All ashore
that'ft golD* n*bore. So l«n»K. Jfiry.
Git dap. Thousand Dollar*;·'
l>auicl complacently accepted this
testimony to his monetary worth and
logged out of the yard. Fortunately
api>earancra do not count for much lu
Oriiam except In the summer and the
spectacle οι live in a carryall Is
Iuk out of the ordinary. They turned
into the "cliff road/' the liuest thoroughfare lu town, kept lu good condl·
tiou for the beueflt of the cottagers ami
The
the boarders at the big hotel.
be
ocean was on the left, and from
hill bv the Barry estate, Captain 1 erez's charge, they saw twenty miles of
horizon line, with craft of all descriptions scattered along it.
...
Schooners there were of a I sizes,
from little mackerel seiners to big four
and live masters. A tug with a string
of coal barges behind it was so close
iu that they could make out the conA black freight
necting hawsers.
steamer was pushing along, leaving a
thick line of smoke like charcoal mark
on the sky. One square rigger was In
sight, but far out
"What do you make of that bark, Perez?" inquired Captain Eri, pointing to
the distant vessel. "British, alut she/
Captain Perez leaned forward and
peered from under his hand, "trench,
looks to me," he said.
"Don't think so. Way she β rigged
for'ard looks like Johnny Bull. Look at
that fo'tops'l."
•
Guess you're right, Eri, now I come
Can you make out her

to notice it.

flag? Wish I'd brought m.v glass.
"Great Scott, man!" exclaimed Ralph
"What sort of eyes have you got.' ι
couldn't tell whether she had a flag or
not at this distance. How do you do

lt" 'Cordin'

to how you're brought up,
as the goat said 'bout eatln'
nails," replied Captain Eri. "When
vou're at sea you've Jest got to git
used to seeln' things a good ways off

a^lngie

"Adam's bridge?" queried Elsie, puzzled.
"Yes. The only kind be had, I cal'·
late. Git dap, Daniel! What are you
wnitin' for? Left your batbln' suit to

home?"

"I thought
oil the other side.
I'd done al>out everything a body could
do with salt water, but I never went
ridln' In It afore."
The remainder of the way to the station was covered by Daniel at a walk,

emerged

for the wheels of the heavy carryall
sank two inches or more In the coarse
sand as they turned.
The little brown life saving station
was huddled between two sand bills.
There were a small stable and a hen-

house and yard just behind It. Captain Luther Davis, ruwboned and
brown faced, waved a welcome to
them from the side door.
"Spied you com In', Eri." he said In a
curiously mild voice, that sounded «Id
coming from such a deep chest. "I'm

mighty glad to see you too. Jump
dowu and iiiinr right in. l'ashy *11 t*
out In a minute. Here she Is now."
Miss Tutiem-e Dnvis wn< as plump
She lmpre*iM<d
as her brother was tall.
one as a comfortable sort of |**r*ou.
Captain Eri did the honor* ami ererjr
one »i:ook bauds. Then tbey went into
the living room of the station.
What particularly stru< k Mm. Suow
The
was the UMtnm of everyttiiug.
brass on the pump In the sink «hone
like Are as the sunlight from tlte win
The floor was white
dow struck It.
from scouring. There were «helve» ou
the wslls, and ou these, arrange! In
orderly piles, were canned goods of all
The table was covered
description·
with a figured oilcloth.
Two or three men, members of the
seated In the wooden
were
crew,
«■hairs along the wall, but rose as the
party came in. Captain Davis introduce! them one after the other. Perhaps the most striking characteristic of
these men was the quiet, almost bashful way In which they sj»okc. They
seemed like big boys as much as anything, and yet the oldest was nearly

tlfty.

"Ever Wen in a life saving station
afore?" asked Captain Eri.
Elsie had not. ltaiph had, and so bad
Mrs. Snow, but not for years.
"This is where we keep the boat and
the rest of the gear," said Captain Davis, opening a door and leading the
way into a large, low studded room.
"Them's the spare oars on the wall.
The reg'lar ones are In the boat."
The boat itself was ou its carriage in

the middle of the room. Along the walls
on hooks huug the men's suits of oilskins and their sou'wester*. The captain pointed out one thing after another—the cork jackets and life prelife
servers, the gun for shooting the
line across a stranded vessel, the life
car hanging from the roof and the
"breeches buoy."
"I don't b'lieve you'd ever git me into
that thing," said the Nantucket lady
decidedly, referring to the buoy. "I
don't know but I'd 'bout as liefs be
drowuded as make sech a show of myself."
"Took off a Digger woman uiau jou
ife
one time," said Captain Davie.
of a Portland skipper, she was, ami he
was on his fust v'yage in a brarnl new

schooner jest off the stocks. Struck on
the Hog's Back off here and then drifted close In and struck again. We got
'ein all, the wouiau fust. That was the
only time we've used the buoy seuce
I've been at the station. Most of the
wrecks are too fur off shore, and we
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Scott's Emulsion

Cod Liver Oil
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food in its best form.
h just
It will build up the weakened
and wasted body when all
a

other foods fail to nourish.
you
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ψ
Cape.
Now, that chowder was good. Everybody said so. And if the proof of the
chowder, like that of the pudding, is in
the eating of It, this one had a clear

Also there were boiled striped
bass, which Is good enough for anybody; hot biscuits, pumpkin pie and
beach plum preserves. There was a
running fire of apologies from Miss Patience and nnswering volleys of comcase.

it cannot hurt pliments

essentially the best

possible nourishment for delicate
children and pale, anaemic girls.
We will send you a sample free.

Be sure that this picture
in the form of a label is or
the wrapper of every bottle
of Emulsion you buy.

1

from Mrs. Snow.
don't see how you

make sech
beach plum preserves, Miss Davis," exclaimed the lady from Nantucket. "I
declare! I'm goln' to ask you for another sasserful. I b'lieve they're the
"I

best I ever ate."
There was material here for the discussion that country housewives love,
and the two ladies took advantage of
it When It was over the female portion of the company washed the dishes,
while the men walked up and down

the beach and smoked. Here they were
after awhile by the ladies, for
scon & BOWNE joined
even by the ocean It was as mild as
Chemists
fcarly May, and the wind was merely
bracing and bad no sting in it
The big blue waves shouldered themthe bosom of the sea,
50c. mrf fi. AU Drufgbta selves up from

Fashionable Coiffure» 8 een at the
Opera—Jeweled Comb· a Noticeable
Feature—Bat-winged Belt Bucklee ·
Pretty Fancy—omart Toweling Dath
Gowns and French Lounging Robe·.
By RENE DEVERAUX.
Th»' opera seunon so far I» η splendid
■ucceitB, and during the week New
York fashionable* and music lovera
divided their evening* with

rience with wrecks and disable 1 craft
of all kinds had l>eeu long and varied.
He told them of disasters, the details
of which had lieeu telegraphed "II over
the country, and of re.fiuvt of la:I:
frozen crews from i<*e created sell >u
ers, whose signals of distress li:i 1 l»»η·ιι
seen from the observatory ou the r *«i
of the statiou. He told «>f long row-» in
midwinter through seas the spraj of
whifb turued to ice u* they struck and
froze the uieu's mitten* to the oar han-

generally

Mine. Nordica. Sfuihrit-h, t'nruso. Bell·
Kesky, Journet and a hunt of other
ui»'iiil>ers of !he variolic caata. Never

has (he Mr;ro|iolitun presented a mora
brilliant *pe»-tacle than at this opera
Klaxon, (lit* lutiah display of Jewcla
and haiiilitoini' ujwiin «·<ΊΙρ*ιιιι: any·
thing seen puhlitly In New York for
many year*.
ΊΊι«· el/»t»orate arrangement of th·
eoiutire wlti« h bring* Into play »u<-b
id Jeweled Cull it»· I>r·
b· illt Util ; : I I
nameuta and aluivt* a<ld« to th·- IC" lierai brilliancy of tin· hoiia*·. From an
or< ii«**tra Mfflt the l>n>-k dew I» <tt
rot· · of haii'K»«ue oui. tr«,
row» and

He told Of pit king ιιρ droned
corpses in Hip *urf at midnight when,
as he said. 'you couldn't te'l whetber
'twas a mail «<r a roll of *·Λ*«ιΙ. and
the only wny to make sun· was to
rea.-li down and f<fl."
Captain KM left them after awhile,

dle*.

as he had *>me acquaintance* aiuoug
the u.eii at lin· atntwn ami wMicd to
Mi»* l»«vl* n-ineni
talk with tli· iu
In-red that >he hud not fed tin· « h--k
mm and hurrb-d away t«» i^Tiorui ibal
bu.nane duty, gallantly e~ort«-l by
Tb* eaplain. by lb*
Captain I'er··*
way, wax apparently iun«ii laketi wliti
the plutup spins fT aud. alib<»u.b usual
|y rallier t>*«bful wliere Ud** wen·
chimytii·*·! bad muîmI I" k'-**p up a !
aort of aide osi\iT«alltiii with Mi**

TatleiK-e wrtiile the story telling wra*
on.
Hut Italph and El*'·* nihl
Mr·. Know wwe hungry for more id.·*,
and Captain I>avi* otiliglngl;. loi tin in
"Captain Inivls." sa»»l lliilph. ">«m
mu«t bave μ<«ίι some plu· ky thing* In
your life. What was the bravent thing
you ever *aw doue 7"
going

I to

th·· imadnriMsi coiffure I» nig Mie et·
reptl«<n rati r than tin· rnl·· tin* sea «on.
Ha· k coud» u >ru »lngly are ra'lier
higher than *Φ· th<»«· of |u»t eeaeo·.
the npi^r portion nffordi'ig iinltnilr«Ml
Shell
opport unity for ot oanieutalloa.
comité M with ann'tlijit· are ••u-eed·
lligly fa»hio»i.il»l··. and anil>er and t.»p.il
»
A
ar·· efïtN iivcly « >rn In <1ark tre·»··»
kt of ether (iMiilm. rallier low and

wi« adorumj Willi tlujr rtiluaivtlilik^ «hi.·Ιι twinkltsl an al.tra,
a ι·· I ili'-r»· «Me many !··«« eotisplcuoiM
»Ιι··ΙΙ with a quit·
Com IM of toit
simple fold I wading outlining th<· l»p.

email.
eton*

Λ from \n-w 01 I he ho\e* »li'>'v«| a
fer w dutuuud tiaras ami huttertii··

ax oorrm usd. J

Trlrtraph UkmH·"·' *1·»·.

Telegraph oj>erators always have |*>rlonal signs which they place on all tu.nUsually
aages they send or receive.
they use two of their initials or take

letters from their names, l or luJames Black will probabl) use
JU" as bis sign. In many cases, bowever, they ckoose their sigus in peculiar
two

■tance,

ways.
"We once had a man working here
who signed 'KE' because be had taken
the Keeley cure," said a Kansas City
"He afterward went
chief operator.
back to drinking and then used T.Z.'
deriving it from 'booze.' Auotiter fcllow signed TS' because be used to say
he received a poor salary. A w Jinan
operator we bad here u.ed to sign
•UK,' her initials, until one day her
beau Jilted her and married an >ih.-r
girl. After that she signed 'BH,' which,
we understood, meant 'broken heart.
Iu an eastern ollice where 1 once workit was
ed there was a hoodoo sign,
The tirst man who used it there

•Kg.'

A CnRTSTMAfl ΟI FT ΒΠ<ΐΟΕΗΤΙΟΝ—IMPORTED
TUKKIHI TuWKLINO MATH BOliK

killed by a train, the next one
went crazy and the third died ot typhoid fever. After that nobody in the
I he
ο dice dared use the hoodoo si^n.
stoty about its being a Jonah traveled
over the country, and today you U tiud
was

nmoug

tin* inillloiiiiire net. and the ever

popular aiirrct and velvet Ihjw with
diamond cabuchou center were ugalu
ill evidence.
The newest belt buckles are mnde to
curve in at the waist line with slightly

very few operators signing "Ktj·

pointed ends, a charming design being
pair of Jewel studded bat-wings with
a corresponding slide for the buck of
the girdle.
Modish slides for holding up the
Canadian voyageur and a famous pony sides of soft ribbon stocks, so much
Ν. M., the rage in Paris, are beginning to b«
express rider, from Santa Pe.
800 seen occasionally, though as .vet they
to Independence. Mo., in 18Ô3
miles iu live days and thirteen hours. are beyon I the limit of modest purses
Wonderful Hide.
The most wonderful straightaway
ride ever made by man was the g-il'op
of Francis Xavier Aubrey, ci-devant
A

a

—

Iu 1852 he had covered the same distance in a little over eight days, and
his record was on the wager of $1.000
that he "could do it in an even eight."
In the whole distance he did not stop
to rest, and he changed horses only
with every 100 or 200 miles. He was a
stocky French Canadian, light hearted,
genial, adventurous and absolutely
For some time he was an
fearless.
overland freighter, and he also made
the enormously dillicult and d .ng -r >us
drive of a llock of slice:» fro'ii New
Mexico to California aero » the deserts
of the Colorado. Ile wa killed Iu Santa Fe.—McClnre's Mag:· inc.

In

a

certain

exclusive

shop mny be found

New

York

delightfully
practical bath g>wns, whose daintiness,
some

comfort and delicious softness of texture commend them as ideal holiday
gifts. One can scarcely fancy a more
appropriate f .hrlc for such purposes
than import. .I t «welliig, and those seen
here were as soft as velvet to the touch.
A smart hath gown was of white and

huff striped toweling, the stripes being
wide and rich looking.
I'pou each
stripe wen* s »ft raised figures, resemThese gowns were
bling brocade.
fashioned loosely with flowing sleeves
and ho «led back, the fullness being
confined at the waist line by a handsome silk cord and tassel.
An equally charming gown was of
pink and white toweling, the washable

Kurly Autoirrnplt Huntem.
A certain Atos >a iu early U>maii days
seems to have been the mother of an
tograph collectors. Cicero had a collec- material enhancing its value.
Eiderdown long irowus and dressing
tion, which must have been a line one.
for he speaks of it with particular Jackets are prettily trimmed with Perpride. The fever, even in th.»-se fui sian haiidliiu'. short Jackets being ttnI'liny ished with silk frog fastenings.
back days, was contagious.
Exquisite French lounging rolies of
speaks of Pouipeius Secundtis. at
whose house he had seen autographs hand embroidered matelasse with soft
of Cicero. Augu.-.tus. Virgil and the albatross lining are of extra warmth
Gracchi, and his own collection was and remarkably light weight, their colvalued at $10,000 of our money. Then lars. In broad sailor shapes, lielng
came the inrush of barbarians, and we adorned with eyelet embroidered pat·
do not again meet with the colleetoi terns.
until the beginning of the sixteenth
Λ Itnnk Peailmlat.
century, when he reappears iu the perA Lady Bountiful living In a suburson of a Bohemian stjuire, who kept :i

ban village met an old man on the road
day and asked after his family, his
health, etc. The old man gave a rather
gloomy account of things. lie had to
work all day and every day, and be
old and felt the cold and
was

book to record his exploits iu the chase
and enriched It with the signatures of
bis great hunter friends.

one

When Uentli Cool ν IIIn Sllnii.

There is ιι curious superstition in Ja
tunica that if a death occurs iu the
bouse all the water iu it Is poisoned at
once and must be thrown away, the
reason given being that "death" cools
his "sting" after destroying life in the
tirst water he tinds, and as no one can
tell—death being invisible—what jar
he may choose it is safest to throw it
ail away. Careful people to save trouble eveu carry all water out of the
bouse immediately before a death is

growing
always tired. He wished he could
rest a bit after his long life of labor.
was

He was weary, very weary.
Lady Bountiful reminded him gently
that every one had his share of work
to do in this world, and that it was all
only a preparation of the world to
come, where there will be no tear» or

labor.

The old man shook his head and smiled cynically.
"That may be for the likes of you,"
he said. "But there'll be work for the
likes of uie. It will be the same thing
there: 'John, cleuu the suu.' 'John,
hang out the moon.' 'John, light the
stars.' 'John, stop the wind.' They will
tind something for me to do. ma'am—

expected.

«

such
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marched toward the bench and tumbled to pieces In a roaring tumult of
white and green. The guile skimmed
along their topa or diepped like falling
stones iuto the water after sand eels,
emerging agaiu, screaming, to repeat

Then as Daniel stepped rather gin- the performance.
The conversation naturally turned to
gerly Into the clear water he explained
that at a time ranging from three wrecks, and Captain Davis, liN reserve
hours before low tide to three hours vanishing before the tactful Inquiries
after one may reach tbo outer beach at of the captains and Italph, talked shop
this1 point by driving over In an or- and talked it well.
dinary vehicle. The life savers add
CHAPTER XI.
to this time limit by using a specially
built wagon, with large wheels and a
UTHEtt DAVIS had been commandant at the life saving
body considerably elevated.
station for years a;;d No. 1
"Well, there now!" exclaimed the laman before Uiat, so hi-* expedy from Nantucket as Daniel splashing

have to git out the boat."
He took them upstairs to the men's
a wonder.
sleeping rooms and then up to the little
He broached it to his partners, keep- aud knowln' 'em when you see em
cupola on the roof.
ing his real object strictly iu the back- too."
With the telescope in the cupola they
^
his
great
ground and enlarging upon
This set the captains goiug, and they could see for miles up aud down the
their
and
regard for Halph and Elsie
told sea stories until they came to the beach and out to sea. An ocean tug
Capand
obvious tituess for each other.
road that led down to the hoc). be- bound toward Boston was passing,
tain Perez liked the scheme well neath the
bluff. The lire Elsie, looking through the glass, suw
lighthouse
enough, provided it could be carried saving station was in plain sight now the cook come out of the gallery, empout. Captain ErI seemed to think it
back
but on the outer beach aud that
ty a pan over the side and go
better to let events take their own
from them by a -00 yard again.
separated
to
However, they both agreed
course.
stretch of water.
"Let me look through that a miuute,"
help if the chance ofTered.
Eri, "here s said Captain Eri when the rest had had
observed
Captain
"Well,"
So when Mr. Hazeltine called to
where we take Adam's bridge.
their turn. He swung the glass around
spend the evening Captain Jerry would
until It pointed toward their home
rise from his chair and, with an elabaway up the shore.
several
and
surreptitious
orate cough
"Perez," he called anxiously, "look
winks to his messmates, would anhere
quick!"
"take
would
nounce that he guessed he
Captain Perez hastily put his eye to
barn"
a little walk" or "go out to the
the glass, and his friend went on:
Captaiu Perez
or something similar.
"You see our house?" he said. "Yes.
As
also.
than
more
go
likely
would
door'/
Well,
you see the dinlu' room
"cal'lated"
he
usually
for Captain Eri,
a
common
Notice that chair by the side of It?"
is
how
see
and
he would step upstairs
"Yes, what of It?"
John was getting along.
sion we hear on every
"Well, that's the rocker that Elsie
But in spite of this loyal support the
made the velvet cushion for. 1 want
results obtained from Captaiu Jerry's
side. Unless there is
coryou to look at the upper southeast
wonderful plan had not been so starner of that cushion and see if there
his some
warrant
conthe
to
as
successful
tllugly
ain't a cat's hair there. Lorenzo's pos
feeling much elated. Ralph and Elsie
sessed to sleep In that chair, and'
be
to
can
dition
seemed
and
enjoy
were good friends
"Oh, you git out!" indignantly exall
was
each other's society, but that
best
is
the
doctor
claimed
Your
Captain Perez, straightening
that might be truthfully said so far.
up.
was a little
therefore,
Jerry,
Cuptaiu
not
"Well, it was a pretty important
discouraged as he eat In the sunshine
and I granted to make sure. I
thing,
his
hid
He
and smoked and pondered.
nds of
chair out there, aud I knew
that
left
In
rediscouragement, however, and
if any cat's hairs got ou
catch
I'd
what
cont his
sponse to Captain Erl's question
that cushion while I was gone. Ain't
matchmakthe
of
the
progress
cerning
fat food that so, Mrs. Snow?"
>u need a
ing said cheerfully:
The housekeeper expressed her opincomln'
along.
comin'
along,
"Oh, it's
tone ion that Captain Eri was a "case,"
ι
your
cau't
but
you
Kind of slow, of course,
whatever that may be.
expect uothin' difT'rent. I s'pose you
the
They had clam chowder for dinner—a
noticed he was here four times last
New England clam chowder, made
week?"
with milk and crackers and clams with
"Why, no," said Captain Erl, "I don't
shells as white as snow. They were
know 'β I did."
what the New Yorker calls "soft shell"
that
afore
"Well, he was, and week
clams, for a Fulton market chowder Is
'twas only three. So that's a gain, ain't
a "quahaug soup" to the native of the
itr

milk, with which it may be
The stripper tries to make
milk for her master, and food for her
unborn calf at the same time, and her
endeavors result in dismal failure, for
she is tired and thin from incessant work
and her calf is born a starveling.
FINE RESIDENCE FOB SALE
of
principal part of its value in the formferla Norway, known a* the
I am very sure cows will yield as
and thereby maintain the
manure,
if
much milk and butter, through life,
JOHN L. HORNE STANO,
tility of the soil. This is a feature that
Hceently ocrupted u a Home tor Aged Women allowed to go dry ten weeks each year, will nave to be looked after in the future,
two story
rods
£J
large
Ueep,
feet
front,
to
"Sartin."
milked
Lot'JUO
a· they would were they
the
a« the productiveness of the soil is
dwelling and ell and stable connected, 11 rooms,
"I didn't count the time he stopped
of frutl within four weeks of every calving.
aud
If
health
investment.
farmers'
Baxter's
■team beater, hot an<l cold water, plenty
capital of the
inquire after John
less than half
·«······
after a drink of water neither. That
and shade tree*. Will be sold for
it is not maintained it is on the same seemed honestly glad to hear of the old
the original cost.
a
in
result
is
would
which
the
finally
a
around,
good wasn't a real call, but"—
Succulent foods,
year
capital,
man's Improvement. He asked
rUKLAXP HOWE, RmI Estate Apat,
"Oh, It ought to count for somethin'.
the watchword of the successful dairy- gradual depreciation until the capital, or
about Elsie, too, but
Hsrway, Mala·.
many
questions
would make
Their free use results, not only in in other words, the farm was exhausted.
man.
from the Call it a ha'f a time. That
satisfaction
little
received
four times and a ha'f he was here."
greater protit, but enable· those anithis
on
Entosubject.
State
captain
The latest report from
mals to utilise greater quantities ol
Captain Jerry looked suspiciously at
effect that
o'her foods with least danger. In- mologist Hitchings is to the
friend's face, but its soberness was
his
state
this
moths
infesting
CHAPTER X.
estimable are the values of silage and the number of
so he said:
last
Irreproachable,
less
than
cent
and
year.
is fully 50 per
roots to the cow and the dairyman,
r
IaPTAIN JEBRY sat behind
"Well, It'· kind of slow work; but, as
taken as an indication
yet, the large majority of cow owneri This must not be under control, for this
sun8hine· 1 said
woodsbed iu
afore, it's eonilu' along, and I
in fehia state grow neither silage noi that they are now
He
smoking and thinking.
have the satisfaction of knowiu' It's all
encouraging condition was reached only
roots.
and spring
bad done a good deal of the for their good."
There is no room to doubt but verj by constant labor last winter
are under the co-operative efforts of the first ever since he was sixteen years
many of the cows of New England
"Yes, like the feller that ate all the
owners of the
a
old. The eecomf was In a measure
being seriously injured by being kept Department and property
dumplln'a so 'β his children
apple
Continued
warn
invaded.
vigilanoe
that
barns
sections
The
in
close
they
captain wouldn't havelhe stomach ache. But,
all winter
recent acquirement.
will. Two more
else
loe«
but
until
nothing
will
own
win,
came
beat,
they
Then
body
by their
if you'd
had things eu his mind.
say, Jerry, 1 come eut to ask
millions of people in Massachusetts are
nerve force and health.
also smoking.
mind beln' housekeeper today. Luther
with untold annoyance from Captain Erl,
threatened
demonstrated
have
disputi
We
beyond
■poolallat.
"Hello!" said Captain Jerry. "How is Davis has been after lue sence I don't
not to
that hens lay as many eggs and have poisoning from the same pest,
Snttotectton Ooarfishln' a morning like know when to come down to the life
Utosses. Cash or Credit.
health when kept in the open aii speak of the finanoial loss, whioh la real- It you ain't off
better
as it this?"
sateed. Eyes Tested Free.
all day and with nothing more than two ly beyond computation, involving
savin' station and stay to dinner. Hie
"Somethin' else on the docket," was sister Pashy, the old maid one, Is down
thicknesses of cotton cloth between does shade, flower·, fruit and timber.—
them and all out-of-doors, day and niglt Maine Farmer.
the answer. "How's matchmakln' these there, and It's such a line day 1 thought
all winter. And yet, of all animala, the
days?"
Pd take Perez and Elele and Mrs.
now
feed
of
a
change
Don't neglect
laying hen is the one generally regarded
Now, this question touched vitally the Snow and maybe Hazeltine along.
the
will
hogs'
it
up
sharpen
and then;
aa needing hothouse conditions.
subject of Captain Jerry's thoughts. Somebody's got to stay with John, and
Somebody, In the near future, ia appetites.
All kinds of Pulp Wood the com
Prom a placid, easy going retired mari- I thought p'rape you would. I'd stay
winter
for
the
a
work ont
plan
solicited going to
Don't keep hogs that yon are feeding ner recent events had transformed the myself only Luther asked me so parwill
revolatkmse
ing year.
cows
that
of
housing
for the block till they get to be a year captain Into a plotter, a man with a
H. D. COLE,
ticular, and you was down there two or
present methods. Is it to be the flit·
nan who doe· this is a back
Pond, Me.
roofed yard with close walla on the ·*- old. A
"deep laid scheme," as the gentleman- three month· ago. When Joslah cornea
now.
ly cigarette ■m">t|ng villain of the metpoMd sides and with great openings number

the coming year.
E. W. PENLEY, Weet Parie.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1004.

Ibelr charge, the two were persuaded
to go. Perez took the dory and rowed
over to the cable station to see If Mr.
Huzeltlue cared to make one of tho
party. When he returned, briugiug the
electrician with him, Daniel, harnessed
to the carryall, was standing i t the
side door, aud Captain Eri, Mrs. Snow

iiotli^

tion.

j

back from school he'll help you some If
you need him."
Captain Jerry didn't mind staying at
home, and so Eri went Into the house
to make arrangements for the proposed
excursion. He had some difficulty in
persuading Mrs. Snow and Elsie to
leave the sick man, but both were tired
and needed a rest, and there was a telephone at the station, so that news of
a change in the patient's condition
could be sent almost immediately. Under these conditions, and as Captain
Jerry was certain to take good care of

l'nhaokrd.

ihlilnr cv<k>—Are yott^,unattached nt ι·· •«•eut? Applicant—ΟΙ think
0! tun. Ol 'reased la a hurry, mum.—

Lady

Puck.

you'll

Bad Blood

see."

She Paid

un

the Ι·τ««Ι·μΙ.

"Here," complained the aggrieved
father, "I have spent nearly $15,000
on that girl's education, and now she
goes and marries a $2,500 a year clerk."
"Well," said the friend of the family,
"isn't thut all of 15 per cent on your
investment? What more do you want?"

il responsible for most of
the diseases and ailments of
the human system. It se-

riously affects

every organ
and fonction* causes catarrh,
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The Young Doctor—Just think, six of
The
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Stern Father—He who sows the wind
h'rlwind. Protllgnl Son—
reaps the
Well, he raises the wind anyway.
••

The way of the world Is to prnlM
dend saints and persecute living ones.Howe.

PREAcIlER.l

Γ
TOBTUBR OP A
The storj of the torture of Hev. OiD.
Hoore, pastor of the Baptist onurchol
Sarpersrille, N. T., will Interest yooJ
9e eay·: "I suffered agonie·, becAuie d
frem t>
i persistent cough, resulting
frippe. I had to sleep sitting up
[ tried many remedies, without rVef, ;
until I took Dr. King's New DiscAery
tor Consumption, Coughs and CWris,
which entirely cured my cough,
saved me from consumption." A ewbd
of TliBu
was run against by a team Thursday sure for diseased conditions
and Lungs. At F. A. Shurtleff A (Jo.
morning and considerably bruised.
Ttaal I
We are in reoeipt of oopies of the Price 60c and 11.00, guaranteed.
1
Madison Bulletin, H. C. Prince, editor bottle free.
and publisher, late publisher of the
it
Is
Dr. G. A. Sawyer of Milbridge,
Waterrille Mall, and son of Capt. C. H.
has the largest lobster pounld
reported,
this
of
Prince
place.
state. The pound is a cove
The following Is the roster of officers in the
save that the screenis
of Buckfleld Orange, as elected Wednes- nature formed it,
to keep the 80,000 lobeteife
are set
13:
Deo.
day evening,
laced there from escaping to the deil>
Master—A. F. Warren.
Ine sea. Dr. Sawyer is holding tUgp
Overseer—F. M. Cooper.
enormous catch for the big prices whiffr
Secretary—Sara A. Morrill.
Treasurer—A delbert Parson·.
about mid-winter when they wlft
Lecturer—Mrs. Maud Morrtll.
e put upon the New Tork and Pht^l·
Chaplain—Mrs. C. M. Tilton.
Steward—Ernest Churchill.
delphia markets, which demand snaV
Asst. Steward—Floilan Jordan, Jr.
sands where only hundreds can be

Backfleld.
Bethel.
Wert Paris.
The friend* of Mn. ChM. Bade of
Mr·. Edmond Holt had the misfortune
Monday evening, Deo. 11, occurred
the Travene City, Mich., are pleased to
the W. C. T. U. annivewary eoclal et the to foil upon the Ice ood dislocate
©xtord
her after about two yean' absence.
C. Howard Lane. boDM of her wrtat and break some of the greet
Mra.
and
of
Mr.
home
ALL
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN
She arrived Deo. 7 to vlilt her mother,
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
The parlors of their oozj home were bone· of the hand.
Mrs.
Mr. C. L. Hntohinaon has been in Mrs. Elizabeth Waldron, and sister,
well filled, over forty being present,
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
of the Alfred Cole.
interest
the
in
week
this
town
hostess
the
of
and the cordial greeting
Sheriff Withington has recently seized
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, DEC. 19, 1906.
made the company feel that they were Lewiston Journal.
Paris H11L
The town schools re-opened Monday. a "Christmas box" of assorted liquors,
welcome guests indeed. Mrs. Lane was
Gould Academy opened for the winter and it is quite probable that Mr. "Fictia charter member of the local anion
tious" is sad.
A ΤWOOD Sc. FORBES, Flret Baptist Church, Ββτ. β- Ο. Taylor, paetor here, and has always been one of its term last Tuesday.
Mrs. Lydia Whitten, an octogenarian,
Mr. George Seavey fell upon the ioe
West
at 10:45 a. m. Sunday faithful interested members.
The
Suixlay
erery
Pmachlng
Editer* ud
ESTABLISHED 1S53.

gcmocrat,

JÇlw

Proprietor*.
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$J.wi a year. Single copte· i cent·.
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AU levai advertisements
AOWKTISEMKXT8 :
are given three consectlve Insertions for ♦ ."»
per Inch In lenrth of column. Special contract·
made with local, transient and yearly advertiser».
—

Job Printing —New type, ftut presses, steam
power, experience·! workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of oar business complete and popular.

Coming Events.
Jan.

2.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Norway.
NEW

ADYKKT1SEMENTS.

Christmas Gifts.

Buy Xtnas

Glfte.

Holiday Suggestion».
Appointment of Executor.
Useful Christmas Presents.
To Let.
Notice.
Notice of

Bankruptcy.
Pulp Wool Wanted.

Mrs. Β. E. (ierrish.
After a long an<i very distressing sickness Mrs. Β. E. Gerrish passed away
Dec. 14 at her home in Bucktield. She
was approaching o$ years of age, and the
husband and young son have the heartfelt sympathy of the community in their
bereavement. Why is it thus, while yet
her
young, on the flood tide of life, with
little family, when life is buoyant with
hope, that death must cancel the bond?
The bau of the reaper has been very
seusibly felt in this immediate neighborhood on High Street for the last few
months, this making the fourth mother
who has gone to her long home.

Strange world. where joy and peace and sorrow
blend.
And, stntnicer yet. the tourne to which we tend.
Whv h It thus. that man mu-t suffer pain,
An 1 leave this world,and ne'er come back ag-dn?
We cannot comprehend, we know not why,
That kindred form* mu-t sicken, droop aii I die.
And leave their own to heart-ache anil to pain.
Except our loss Ik their eternal sain.
God grant It thus, of blessings there in ttore.
Of love and peace and joy forcvermore :
God grant It thus, for tlH>-*e whose soul* dapart
May uever kcow the pangs of broken heart.
G.

TiLTON.

After months of great suffering, Mrs.
Minnie Gerrish, wife of Benj. E. Gerrish,
passed away at midnight on Wednesday.
In the death of Mrs. Gerrish, the Xezineci»t Club of Bucktield grieves for the loss
of a charter member and a faithful, effiShe was one of the
cient worker.
younger members and brought to the
club a fund of enthusiasm and energy,
and a willingness to do, which will be
greatly missed.
Mrs. Gerrish was the granddaughter
of Elder Ephraim Harlow, the staunch,
faithful, uncompromising pastor of the
Second Baptist church at West Bucktield, where she was born and in which
town she passed her life.
She leaves a husband, with whom she
lived a few happy years, and a son, to
whom she gave lovini: care. Three sisters and a brother, with a host of relatives and neighbors, also mourn the loss
of a beloved sister and friend.
Edward P. Chase.
Edward P, Chase, who died in Portland Friday evening at the age of S?
years, was the son of Timothy Chase,
and for a portion of his youth and early
manhood was a resident of Paris, later
moving to Portlaud. Ue was a mason
by trade, and after he moved to Portland he formed a partnership with his
brother, and they did a large building
business, being for some time the leading contractors of the city. Mr. Chase
also made some well advised investments
in Portland real estate, and thus laid the
foundation of a competency which he
He was
to accumulate.
was enabled
both shrewd in business matters, and
exceedingly active, even up to within a
few weeks having been driving about
Portland alone attending to his business.
Since early manhood Mr. Chase had
been a member of the Congregational
church, and active in church work,
though for many years a regular attendant at the Baptist church, of which Mrs.
Chase was a member. Iu politics he was
a Republican from the formation of the
party, and was quite active in support
of the party, though he held few offices.
For a long term of years he was one of
the overseers of the poor in Portland, retiring from the position since he became
SO, because of his advancing age.
Mr. Chase married Julia, daughter of
Josiah Dudley of Paris, who died a few
years since. They had one son, Albro
E. Chase, now principal of Portland
High School, which position he has held
for many years. The parents and son
and son's family have always lived as
one household.
Suicide of Melvin Douglass.
WITNESS IN THE VAKNKY Ml Rl>EH CASK
AT PORTER CUTS UIS THROAT.

The people living in the vicinity of tho
place where David Yarney was recently
murdered in the town of Porter were
startled Thursday afternoon by the disclosure of what was at first thought to
be another murderous assault, but which
The
was later found to be a suicide.
victim was Melvin Douglass of Porter,
after
who was found by his wife just
dark lying on his back iu a pool of blood
A cut in his neck had
on the barn Hoor.
made an opening in the windpipe, and
an artery had also been severed in his
arm, between the wrist and elbow.
Douglass was weak from loss of blood
when found, but was living and conscious, anil lived until early the next
morning. He was conscious a part of
the time, and when asked if he inflicted
the wounds himself he refused to anHe did, however, when asked if
swer.
any one had been about the place during
the afternoon, return a negative answer.
A razor with which the cuts were undoubtedly made was found behind a
wagon at one side of the barn.
Douglass was about 50 years of age.
At the time of the Varney inquest he
was a witness before the coroner's jury,
called to identify the gun found near the
Yarney place as one belonging to Chick,
who was held charged with murder.
Douglass was an unwilling witness, being the hardest one to draw out of all
those who were summoned at the inquest. Since the inquest he had brooded
over the matter a great deal, and it is
thought that it was this which led him
to take his life. No other cause can be
assigned by those who knew him best.
Here and There.
The Portland Press feels that the political geography of Maine is defective
wben it is necessary for officials to go
through Cumberland County to take a
primmer from one part of Oxford County
to jail in another part of the county.
With all due respect to our esteemed
contemporary, it is not so much the political geography which is defective as it
is the railroad map.
The Bath Independent is responsible
for making public the report (for which
it does not vouch) that a secret still is in
operation on one of the islands off the
Maine coast, and that for several months
its product has been dealt out to the
fishermen. It is probably all "moonshine."
Prizes for Oram mar School Essays.
The Daughters of the American Revolution of Maine offer a tirst prize of 910
in gold for the best essay founded on
any incident of the American Revolution,
occuring between 1775 and 1783, and 96
in gold for the second beet essay.
The contest will be governed by the

following rules:

1. Article· «hou M be written on one »lde of
paper only. Type-written if poulble.
Its length will be United to 1SUU wonl·
n. In Judging article·, special attention will
be paid to «pelUnx. punctuation, paragraphing
and ortxlna Itv of My le.
4. AU article· m»M be la the hand· of the
oomarittre not later than Feb. 7,1906.
9. The con teat I· ope· to pnpU· of all gram■at "Hf't la the atate of Milan

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Sabbath Evening Service at
*2 M.
Y. P. S. C. B. Tuesday evening.
Thurvtav
evening at 7 30.
Meeting
Prayer
uant Meeting ihe last Frl.iav before toe let
Sunday of the month at 330 P. M. AU not
otherwise connected are cordially invited.
Unlvereallst Church.
Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:45 A. H.

Paris W. C. T. U. was organized fifteen and broke his leg.
The following officers were elected at
of
Coy·- years ago by Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens,
of the United Order of the
state and national fame, assisted by Mrs. a meeting
Sarah Lord Cram, wife of Judge Cram Golden Cross:
P. N. C.—Mies Ε. E. Burnham.
of Biddeford, who was then state organN.C.—Mrs. Εν» Fox.
izer. The first regular meeting was
V. N. C.-Mre. Ada Wight.
held with Mrs. Lane in the same rooms
Chaplain—Mrs. Scott Robertson.
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Andrews are re- where the
Rec. Sec.—Mise Jane Gibson.
anniversary was celebrated,
Ifs
friends.
of
Sec. and Treas.—Mrs. Fannie W. Blabee.
ceiving congratulations
with twenty members and ten gentlemen
W. H.—Mr. H. O. Archibald.
a boy.
The first officers
as honorary members.
W. I. Q.—Mies Elvira Holt
Elmer Cumtnings is at borne from the
W. O. G.—Mrs. Ida Rollins.
were:
the
for
Maine
of
holiday
University
Wednesday morning the funeral of
President— Mrs L. 8. Perry.
vacation.
M.
Andrew*, Mrs. Ε. B. Goddard was held at the
Vice-Presidents—Mrs. Amanda
The Ladies' Universalis* Sewing Cir- Miss Jennie M. Browj Mise Emma A. Swan.
M. E. church.
Secretary—Mrs. Alice Barstow.
cle will meet with Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson
Mr. Staples of Oxford ha· come as
Treae.—Mre. Emily L. Emmons.
on Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
successor to Mr. A. W. Grover in the
the
fifteen
the
presidents
years
the
Duiing
Miss Ethel Houghton is spending
Mr. Grover being
in succession have been:—Mrs. Amanda undertaking business,
winter with her aunt, Dr. M. M. Houghout of health.
M. Andrews, Mrs. Emily Hayes, Mrs. very much
ton.
Mrs. L. T. Barker was in Lewleton
W. Curtis, Miss Maria Irish.
Arthur Cole is expected home from Sarah E.
Mrs. Julia N. Rich, Mrs. Ella M. Bates, Friday shopping.
on
Saturday
General
the Maine
Hospital
Dr. Raymond Tebbetts of Palermo is
Mrs. Bates holding that office at the
of this week.
and comes
time. Mrs. Emily L. Emmons to succeed Dr. Sturdivant
Paris
our
of
present
some
that
It is reported
recommendahas also been une of the most faithful with especially flattering
hunters mistook beef for venison last
constant workers. She was treas- tions as physician and surgeon.
week; but that's not nearly so bad as and
The Masonic installation took place
urer for several years, and has held the
a deer.
for
man
a
mistakiug
A literary and musioffice of secretary for over fourteen Thursday evening.
A Mother Goose party, under the
held cal program preceded the installation.
years. The meetings have been
the
Universalist
of
Sunday
auspices
all these years, not The banquet was served in Pattee Chapel
School, will be given at Academy Hall regularly during
ladies of the Universalist society,
once
being omitted except for in- by the
Dec. 29.
next
of
week,
evening
for
Friday
clement weather. At present the union and it was a most enjoyable evening
and friends.
Brownfield.
numbers thirty-three members and is in the Masons, their families
Wednesday evening at the festival reorder. Twelve departBrownfield Cadet Band gave a concert active working
invited friends
are taken up, much good hearsal the members and
work
of
ments
at Hiram Dec. 14th.
also gave Dr. Sturdivant a sum of money as a
is
work
done,
quietly
are
charity
The high and primary schools
esteem and apefficient work in the fiower mission de- slight expression of their
again in session. George Haley teacher
and purity; and public tem- preciation of his efforts as conductor.
of
partment
Rowe
aud
Jesse
primary.
of high
Dr. Sturdivant responded most feelingperance meetings are held several times
Both teachers belong in Brownfield.
under the auspices of the ly. Refreshments were served and many
in
the
to
Portyear
has
Mrs. Mary Boynton
gone
that
union. This is the substance of the were the expressions of regret
land to spend the winter.
of the union as given by the Dr. and Mrs. Sturdivant are going away
Ellen Harmon is boarding with Mrs. history
and they will be much missed in the
secretary, Mrs. Emily L. Emmon*. The
William Brooks.
of entertainment chorus work where they have been so
Mr. George Rowe has painted a very evening programme
helpful.
follows:
artistic sign for the K. P. Flail at Hiram. was as
Prof. W. R. Chapman has so recovered
war
Mrs. dough and Mrs. John Sands are
1.
that they have closed their summer
on the sick list.
Misa '«rown.
home in Bethel and will go to New
Mre Bates
Congregational church, Rev. James J. 2. Reading. Shudrach Hrown
York soon.
5th
will
Nocturne,
Leybach
·.
G. Tarr, Ph. D., pastor. Christmas
Λ. Piano solo, 6
JKorn
J Kant!ielai
he commemorated as follows: On SuuGreenwood.
Mlea Lane.
C. Τ U..
day morning, Dec. 24, the subject of Dr. 4. Sketch, History of the local W.
Are the three next Sundays in this
Emmone.
Mrs.
the
be
will
sermon
"Extending
Tarr's
κ
o„„,.
i « Good Bye, Sweet Day, Vannah month destined to be stormy simply
0.
song, l b F.tithfui as the Stare Above,
Angels' Christmas Song." At 7:00 p. m
because the first one was? Another
Petrle
there will be a union Sabbath School
Mre. White.
thing about the weather; last Saturday
6. Beading, A Woman's Devotion,
concert by members of the Universalist,
Mrs. Nelson. was so warm and the ground bare that
Baptist and Congregationalist Sabbath 7. Violin solo, Bom ince, Simple Confeswe took a walk through the field, thinkSchools. On Monday evening there will
Jacquard ing to scare up a December grasshopper,
sions,
M les Brown.
be a union S. S. Christmas tree in the
but did not succeed. The nearest we
town ball, when Santa Claus will be After which refreshments were served.
came to it was to find a spider running
The annual meeting of the Curtis Hill in the
present and meet the children. This is
grass for all he was worth, apalso to be under the auspices of the and Paris Telephone Co. was held in
parently away from home and anxious
three schools.
Dunham's Hall Thursday evening, Dec.
to return.
7th. Officers elected for 1900 as follows:
The next day, Sunday, there was a
tiilead.
Pres.—O. S. Dudley.
snow storm, which added to
seven-inch
C.
Wheeler.
Vice-Pres.—Alton
closed
schools
The
to-day, Friday.
the four inches which fell the following
clerk—W. H. Lurvey.
Miss Chapman goes to her home SaturK. L. Wyman.
Trea»
Tuesday, makes passable sleighing, and
Directors—Solon Curtle, A. B. Tuell, John the
day, after keeping a very profitable
prospect now is that we shall see no
school of eighteen weeks.
Porter, Howard Swan, Clarence Stearns.
more insect life out doors for some time.
Harwood aud Sweetser and friend re- It was voted to make a through line
Timothy Gill from the Irish neighborturned to their homes Thursday, taking without switch from South Paris to hood
bought a beef cow here last week,
with them threo deer.
West Paris.
then hired the man he bought it of to
at
Charles Stimpson and friends, who
were
members
present
Forty-eight
kill it and then went peddling meat on
have been hunting for days past, got West Paris Grange Dec. 0th, and the his
way home. Mr. Gill says he bas
two deer, one weighed about two hun- following officers were elected for the
worked in the logging woods nineteen
dred.
coming year:
winters, and done all kinds of work
A Mr. Smith has taken a job to cut
M.—F. L. Wyman.
there except cooking; and the only reaHe
Ο·—A. J. Abbott.
cord wood for J. E. Richardson.
son why he quit that kind of work was
L.—Μ**. Addle Stone.
boards with Mr. Richardson.
because no other one of the family
5.—' harles Steven·»
for
lumber
is
Wheeler
Π. E.
hauling
A. S.—Charles Dudley.
cared to stay at home after attaining his
Beck.
D. R. Hastings from Wild River to the
Chap—Mrs Augusta
majority.
Treae—W. Ε Curtle.
station.
Sec-Mrs M. F. Kleld.
Timothy Gill belongs to a family of
G.K—EPortr.
nine children, five of whom are sons;
(
North Stoneham.
Ceres—Mre Maud Day.
all are well educated, good citizens and
Pomona—Mre Grace Stevens.
Goldie and Alice Adams are at home
have a knack of hauling in the dollars
Klora— Mre Minnie Day.
from Bridgton on their vacation.
L. A S.—Edna Curtle.
that many a Yankee would do well to
Ella Sawyer, who is attending school
Chorister—Chy ton Churchill.
imitate. Only one son and two of the
Librarian—Mre. Ada Barden.
at Lovell, was at home during her vacaare married; both parents are
It was voted to send Master-elect Wy- daughters
tion.
nearing their fourscore years, and what
Charlie Lovejoy from Oxford has been man and wife to the State Grange at
is somewhat remarkable there has never
staying a week at H. B. McKeeu's and Bangor, Dec. 10th to 21st.
been a death in the family.
in
here
Paris
to
lived
tickets
from
West
Round
trip
hunting deer. Mr. Lovejoy
The deer hunting season is again endto
23
35
cents
Dec.
18
his boyhood.
inclusive,
Norway,
ed; and while some have been so fortuHarold Gammon is staying at his for merchants' week.
nate as to get their complement, others
Mrs. Annie Emmons intends to sell
uucle's, Wm. Gammon's.
have chased them over hill and dale
Died, in Stoneham, Dec. 7. Wm. L., her house if she can find a purchaser.
without getting anything for their labor
The stores have assumed a holiday
son of Mr. and Mrs. II. B. McKeen, aged
except what little fun there was in it.
six montas.
appearance and Christinas is again at
Our school was a term of thirteen
band.
weeks taught by Miss Marie Balentine
Wilson's Mills.
Trie tûree Sunday scuools ot tue place
and closed Saturday, being a success in
Election of officers Aziecoos Grange, will uuitt in Christmas exorcises on
way. Scholars not absent during
Mouday evening, Dec. '25th, at the Bap- every
Dec. 9th. with the following result:
the term were:—Lamont Brooks, Wiltist church with a good programme by
Ε. S Iteuiiutt.
Μ
mer Bryant, Clyde Dunham.
the children. There will be a tree, and
I).—Kar. Hoyt.
After reading Mr. Prince's letter in
L—U M Koyt.
Santo Claus is expected to be present.
the last paper we sighed deeply and
Wilson.
L.
S.—A.
is
one
invited
to
attend.
Every
cordially
\e»t. 3.—Joaeph Mart.
wished as never before for the wings of
The Wednesday Club met last week at
C.-C. T. Ko*.
a dove.
T.-B J. Olson.
the home of Mrs. F. E. Wheeler with a
Sec —S. L. Llttlehale.
Hood attendance. Through the last two
Lovell.
G. K.—Leon Bennett.
months the club has taken up the early
C —S. S. Bennett.
Jesuit) A. Chapman and Abbie £.
P.—Gret a Wilson.
of America, beginning with
history
K.—Lillian Llttlehale.
Woodbury wont to Farmington Monday
"First Settlements in Uuited States;
L. A. S —Κ. Pearl Bennett.
for the winter term of Normal School.
and sketch and his.'•Colonial
Wars;"
The retiring master, W. H. Hart, merits
There was a large crowd in attendance
tories of the Massachusetts, Virginia
at the drama Friday night and they were
tbe thanks of the Patrons for bis untirand Quaker Colonies, with some of their
the
of
the
interest
labors
for
much
Grange
ing
pleased with it.
laws and punishments. The history of
over which he has so pleasantly presided.
Quite a number of deer were shot here
the Quaker Colony was deeply interestsince the last snow. Rev. C. H. Shank
Some very pertinent and helpful reing with a suggestive thought which
marks were made by brother W. L.
gut a fine 200 pound buck.
well
be
the
taught
coming generThe Fryeburg Academy students are
Fickett. A generous lunch was served might
ations. The Quaker religion has no
home for a two weeks' vacation.
by tbe ladies of the Grange. Two new
the
art
of
with
war
and
they
members were instructed in the third fellowship
Mrs. Ο. E. Andrews has returned from
conquered the "Indian savage with the No. Anson.
and fourth degrees.
of
William
tactics
the
Penn,
peace.
H. W. Pickett has been putting on
W. Π. Farrington is at work on his
noble founder of the colony, made a
and camps at the old Brackstorm windows and doors on the house
with the Indians which logging job
of
treatv
peace
Bennett.
at the Bean place for E. S.
ett place.
was "faithfully
kept, and the savages
in
Married,
Lovell, Dec. 12, by Rev. C.
the trust. For seventy
never violated
Hebron.
II. Shank, Mr. William Grover and Mise
long years η.» Indian war-whoop ever Emma McAllister.
Mr. J. E. Bartlett of Boston is on a disturbed the
peace and wonderful prosfew days' visit to his parents, Mr. and
perity of the Quaker settlements and
East Hebron.
Mrs. W. A. Bartlett. Mr. Bartlett is the
Quaker coat and hat was far better
snow was gladly received, and the
The
incandescent
a
for
the
of
globe
agent
protection than helmet and coat of Ynai
light and makes frequent business trips Of Penn the Indians said: "We will bells kept busily engaged during the
and evening.
to Maiue.
live in love with him and hie children as day
The wind played all kinds of antics
Wednesday there was an all day meet- long as sun and moon shall endure.
ing at Grange Hall with the contest din- Does uot this contain a suggestive «rith the snow, but the roads were not
left without snow for good sleighing.
In the afternoon there was an
ner.
thought for all who celebrate the coml)ea. R. P. Fuller is very feeble of late.
election of officers.
of
the
of
"Prince
Peace"?
of
Much
ing
Bracy Bean, who has recently built a the barbarity of the Indians was but Miss Mary Warren has returned for the
blacksmith's shop, is doing a good busi- retaliation for the faithless breach of winter or a longer time with her sister.
H. A. Record and nephew are their
ness
shoeing horses, etc. Solomon trust on the part of their civilized (?)
own housekeepers at present» since his
Rowe is at work for him.
white neighbors with whom greed of
sister returned to Massachusetts. HerA. M. Richardson is in Portland for gain was far
greater than love of justice. bert's
eistor, Hattio Allen, intends to do
two days this week.
The next club meeting will be Dec. 2ith
their pastry cooking while they are
The snow of Sunday and Tuesday bas with Mrs. Elva E. Locke.
alone.
made a little sleighing whioh is being
Mrs. Locke will have a family reunion
George Conant and his workman are
improved.
at her home at Christmas, after which
now at work cutting wood on the farm
To-morrow (Friday) afternoon Mrs. she will
go to Lisbon with her daughter,
Henry Merrill will entertain the Z. L. Μγβ. Harold Gerrish, to remain through recently bought of E. Lane.
Mrs. Hester Verrill and husband inPackard Relief Corps.
the most of the winter.
tend to move to her father's next week.
A private winter school has been
Her father, Baker Phillips, ia canvassNorth Paris.
organized here which will begin Monday
for the Maine Farmer in Franklin
Mrs. Columbia Dunham is now on tbe of this week with Miss Grace Dudley as ing
County.
teftcher
gain and doing very well.
Charles DeCosta's daughters have reArthur Abbott is laid up for a few
The Good Will society met with Mrs
turned to their work, and Charles is
Bates last Thursday afternoon with
days with a lame back.
and works at
wife attonded twenty-four ladies present, the extra taking care of himself,
Abbott and
A. J.
from home days.
Pomona at South Paris and visited at meeting being necessary on account of present away
C. F. McEenney's health is quite poor.
their son's for a few days.
the rush of Christmas orders for sewing.
a part of each day, but cannot
Carl Dunham is sick with rheumatic The society will meet Thursday of this Πβ works
work as when in usual health. His
fever.
week with Mrs. E. W. Penley.
is failing him eincecold weather
Sam Johnson is on a visit to his folks
Mr. and Mr·. L. C. Bates have gone to strength
came.
in New Hampshire.
New Haven, Conn., to stay two or three
C. Whitman has a large numDr.
A.
We visited tbe poultry show in Port- weeks and visit their son
through the ber of patients in this place. Many
land one day and it was tbe beet we Christmas holidays.
families employ him for more than one
have seen.
Misses Miriam and Mildred Dunham,
sick patient.
A. J. Abbott and wife were called to daughters of Mr. and Mrs. H. R.
DurBethel last week by the sickness of their ham of Waterville, are visiting their
Denmark.
son's wife, Mrs. W. E. Abbott.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dun-1 Mr. Leon H. Ingalls will have a dancham, this week.
«
ing school at Odd Fellows' Hall the
η
Oxford.
Through Christmas week Mrs. M. if. coming season.
Oxford Grange had visitors by invita- Bradbury will close out her millinery at
Crystal Spring Grange are building a
tion from five or six of tbe neighboring greatly reduced rates, and will also have stable at their hall
grounds, 22x40.
granges Friday evening. There was an a ribbon sale.
Mr. Frank Wales and family have
Advertised letters in West Paris post-1
entertainment consisting of music by
to
Biddeford
to
reside.
gone
the
quartette, readings, tableaux, office Deo. 15 :
I A case of measles has been reported
which
was
after
K.
Addle
Buck.
Mrs.
supper
speeches, etc.,
to the local board of health in the family
John Blanchard.
served to two hundred or more. It was
of Mr. Horace Orcutt.
J. C David.
a very pleasant occasion and much enN. P. Deshony.
Mr. Will Dacey has taken a car load of
Earnest Holmes.
joyed by the Oxford Grange.
fine cattle to Brighton market.
Mrs. Jeeele Loirtler.
The Pythian Sisterhood held a sucThe ladies' circle met with Mrs.
Mr·. Edwin Mayfleld.
cessful fair Saturday evening at RobinJennie
Henry Noyee.
Colby Wednesday evening.
Ε. E. Thomas
son»Hall with entertainment, drama,
There was a fine supper and entertainHerbert L. Whitman.
etc.
ment. Mr. Elwood Pingree carried a
Born, Dec. 7tb, to the wife of Wilfred
load of sixteen in his hayrack.
Lake.
Norway
Perkins, a daughter.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
S.
Kneeland
are
visitCharles Robinson is very sick with
East Brownfield.
ing friends in Waterford.
pneumonia.
Andrew Kenniaoa has bought the
Mrs.
Winnie
ie
In
Ball
Lewiston
with
John Abbott, a soldier of the Civil
property.
her sister, Mrs. Asa Frost.
I Henry Griggs
War, d?ed at Welcbville Dec. 11th, aged
Poore has purchased a house
Norway Lake Woman's Clnb will onFrancis
80 years. He was a member of T. A.
now occupied by Mrs. A.
Street
South
meet with Mrs. Frances Partridge Dec.
Roberts Post, G. A. R., from whioh a
27th. It will be a Christmas afternoon. J. Day.
on
at
his
funeral
was
delegation
present
A most beautiful light these days is
Club will meet with Mrs. J.
Wednesday, Rev. Mr. Newport officiat- E. Mothers'
the large front window of our post office
Marston Deo. 19th.
ing.
School closes to-day. We are glad to filled with planta of bright foliage and
Clarence Scribner, overseer of the
Onr postmaster, Mrs.
know that Miss Gray is ooming back for sweet flowers.
town farm of Oxford, formerly of OtisSanborn, should be praised for
winter term.
! the publio this glimpse of summergiving
field, died of Bright's disease Dec. 13th. the
land.
He leaves a wife and children.
A number from here went to the oonEaat Sumner.
Mrs. Sharon Robinson and her daugh- cert in Hiram last Thursday night
A slight accident on the Maine Central
Peru.
ter. Mrs. Ear· Keene, spent two or three
Married on the 8th, Mr. James Nason days in Lewiaton and Sabattus last week. occurred between here and Fryeburg last
A doaen or more from the vicinity Friday morning.
and Miss Mattie Fuller, both of Pern,
went to the city shopping lwt week,
by Rev. A. A. Abbott.
West Brownfield.
Mr. I. C. Kidder has bought the black- some went by the Turner new trolley I
Mr. Herbert Spring of Hiram was in
smith shop formerly owned by the late line, others ria the P. and R. F. line
the place one day last week.
which made half rates.
Mr. Wilson Stillman.
Mrs. Hattie Quint's mother of PortChristmas will probably be observed
Mr. A. H. Brainard has gone to Dix·
land is spending a few weeks with her.
as usual by the churches.
field to work.
Wayne Quint is helping John DanThe grange here are to give a "app®r
Mr. Thomas Stillman has bought a
new Kdiaon phonograph and also Mr. uid entertainment at their hall on Thnrs-1 forth.
Bert Bartletl went to Portland one
Poland:
School
7:3u v.

at
m.

Vton.«,k,.|; SSSJffi,.

—

—

The chairman of the committee having Wendell
Mr. A. B. Walker remains just about
the matter in charge is Alma Staples
Boardman of Prances Dighton Williams tba same.
Th· looted for now baa oome at la·*.
Chapter,

Bangor.

Our 19tb. Annual

CHRISTHAS DISPLAY
COMPRISES THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE LINE OF XMAS
GIFTS FOR OLD AND YOUNG, THAT WE HAVE EVER SHOWN.

Gatekeeper—Frank Berry.
Ceres—Mrs Elizabeth Warren.
Pomona—Mrs. Estelle Cooper.
Flora—Mrs. Josephine Cole.
Planlft—Mt»e Josle Shaw.
Chorister—Mrs Josephine Cole.
As Ν. E. Morrill's men were at work
with a yoke of oxen in the vicinity of
Black Mountain, some one let drive at
the oxen, mistaking them for deer, killing one of them. "Blasted fools."
Mrs. Hutchinson is still very ill. Owing to her age it is very doubtful if she

daughter Shirley

Christmas.

visit her on

to

tb^H

plied.

FOUNTAIN PENS.

East Bethel.

Arthur Chamberlain is driving team
for Z. W. Bartlett.
Z. W. Bartlett recently sold two epan
of hie largest work horses.
Carl and Edgar Swan and Ernest Buck
spent the past week at Grafton hunting

deer, returning with four,

a

large buck

"For seven

A Machias

man

who Sled a

petition

We

stopped

with.
One day last week I spent in Buckfield village trying to loaf, but it was
hard work. I visited some of the old
but found
time loafers' rendezvous,

their old benches

Hartford

maD.

Dr. J. Abbott Nile of Rumford Falls
denies through the Times that he is
dead as was announced in the Democrat
last week. The Democrat gladly gives
space to the correction, and has simply
to say that the announcement of death
came from a supposedly reliable source,
and with such detail that no doubt of
its correctness was to be entertained.

That Frauk B. Lee, who was superintendent of the Norway and Paris

Street Railway for several years after
the line was opened, is still activoly doing business, is evident from the incorporation of the Frank B. Lee Co. at
Augusta last week. The purposes of
the corporation, as stated in its certificate, are "the building* repairing and
equipping water, gas and electric works,

tunnels,
bridges, viaducts, docks,
wharves, piers, public and private highways and roads, reservoirs, aqueducts,
sewers, water courses, canals, hydraulic

the old reliable

selling

to

Other makes

$6.00.

shape
other

less

prices.

Never before have
for the Children.
we shown so âne a line of these goods.

We still take the lead in "Up-to-Date"
Stationery. The latest styles in color,

in

at

Toys, Games, Dolls

Stationery.

A big line of Iron Toys, 5 cents to $5

and size from Hurlbut, Crane and
10 cents
manufacturers.

Books in paper and linen, 5 to
Dolls, all sizes and prices.

each.

leading

25 cents each.

to $2.00 per box.

TOILET ARTICLES. DRESSING OASES. MANICURE SETS, GLOVE, HANDKERCHIEF
CAMAND NECKTIE BOXES, MEDALLIONS, PERFUMES. KNIVES. BOOKS, BIBLES,
CANDY
CARD
AND
POST
AUTOGRAPH
ALBUMS,
BRAS, CALENDARS, PHOTOGRAPH.

A FEARFUL FATE.

!

IN FANCY BOXES, &o.

Come in and let
you

ready

are

to

buy

us

show you

Christmas Stock, whether

our

or not.

YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
•I
M
South. Paris.
West Paris

IMIHIIIIIIIMMIMMIIMMMIIIIIMIMIMMIIMIIIIMIIMMI·

MIHIMI

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

Dr.

Glasses on weekly payments.
Parmenter. Read my ad.

other works and convenieces," as well as several other purposes not mentioned in the above. There
are two other stockholders with small
holdings, but Mr. Lee holds the entire
issue of common stock.

list of

The Notty-mo-beel.

That Are Useful.

below and you will be
Take advantage of the

the man.
the Grand Trunk from Dec. 18 to Dec.
23 and come to Norway for your purchases.
on

made of

heavy double

Bath Robes
quali-

$3.50

ties from

Fur

holiday giving. Dress
gloves in kid and castor, linunlined,.5oc.

$1.50

to

with
from

Castor gloves lined
several different furs
buck

Heavy
fur lined,

in many

$2.25 to 3
driving gloves,
$2.25 to 3.50

boys.

and

men

colors

in many

combinations for

Boys'

sweaters,

to

6

different

50c.

to

to

always

$1.50

of all
est

We know whereof we
you, suit you,

please

We also carry

Buy
that

FULL

But the Cap'n he's a scbemln' ;
He don't like ter go erfoot;
He want· ter see ther wheels go round
An' make "tooter tootl"
Might aid day they say he's workln'
with great energy and seal,
Earnln' money to buy snowshoea
Hutch.

It is said that 92055 was the sum paid
out by Tbos. Bradbury of Buckfleld, for
labor and stumpage on Christmas trees
cut in Machias and vicinity during tho
Christmas tree season just closed.

CHAMBERLAIN'S
OPIUM IN
COUGH REMEDY.
There is not the least danger in giving
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to small
ohildren as It contains no opium or
other harmful drag. It has an established reputation of more than thirty years
as the most successful medicine In use
for colds, croup and whooping oough.
It always cures and is pleasant to take.
Children like It. Sold by Shurtleff Λ
Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Store,
Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

are

and price

not, call us up

LINE

consisting

of the latest

styles

in leather and warm lined

Slippers,

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases.
W. O.

nice line of Trunks and Suit Cases; be fure

buy.

by telephone

our

or

line call and see us if you can, if

write us, and you shall have our

23,

also all

day Christmas.

Do not forget the place.

Smiley Shoe Store
House

Block, Norway, Maine.

F. W. FAUXCE, Salesman.

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager,

Telephone

112-3.

a

ALSO

My Stock

a

22 and
Our store will be open evenings Dec. IS, 10, 20, 21,

50c.

Gaiters, Overshoes, L·.
Look

fit

OF FOOTWEAR

Boots and Shoes,

NO

PULP WOOD WANTED.
WANTED : all kinds of peeled
pulp wood, alio spruce and fir un·

I carry

can

best attention.

MAINE.

Pleasing.

we

here
you money if you come

save

If you need anything in

Xmas Gifts
both Sensible and

you and

them before you

Opera

Thermometers are busy
A regl»terln' cold facts;
Snowdrifts are gettln' deep
Most up t' ther bosses' backs.
But when we're crawlln' thru urn,
Its a great relief to feel
That we shant meet the Cap'n
With bis notty-mo-beel.

when we say that

speak

for all kinds of Footwear.

FOSTER,

NORWAY,

stock and greatest variety of all kinds of Rubber Footwear ever
one roof in this part of Maine.

found under

25c. and 50c.

$1.50

respective classes.
Shoes
a complete line of Felt Goods and Comfort
the
and
largand
conditions,
all
for
ages
kinds, also Slippers
We have

handkerchiefs,

White silk

$3, New Century,
Ruby

in their

in

··············ioc* to

5

B.

H.

25c. to

for

Princess Louise and others for $2,

We invite you to compare these with any make

and Pearl $1.50.

White cotton and linen handkerchiefs, ioc., 15c. and 25c.
Initial handkerchiefs,

men,

$2.50

shapes,

Evangeline

We have the Sorosis for $3.50,

$2.50, Walk Easy, $2.25,

gains. Red, blue and white
handkerchiefs,.... 5c. each.

fancy

and

Caps

demand at
Our handkerChristmas.
chief stock is full of bar-

Plain

gray and black,*...$2

prove

This is also true in regard to our cheaper lines, including the Iroquois for 13, and all grades down to 11.50.

Handkerchiefs

are

Sweaters
for

we
Wo have the Walk Over and Fitzu, price 13.50 and $4.00, and
that
for
made
be
can
price.
as
that they are as good
can

for men *nd women in several shapes, made of Alaska
seal, warm and durable,
$3 50 each.
Cloth c«ps for men and boys

for

or

you can And it here.

25c and 50c.

25c. and 50c.

to 6

Gloves
ed

goods,

new

made of fancy sillc elastic
with silk bow and fancy
metal buckle, in boxes,

line of

All

garments.

these

are
always appreciated and we want to say right here that we
mentioned.
lines
these
of
in
wants
any
prepared to supply your
had
Can show you a very large line of all kinds. We have never
children.
and
women
for
as
now
men,
assortment
such a complete
It makes no difference what you want in the Boot and Shoe line,

Arm Bands

or lounging robes.
Very
popular at Christmas time.
see our

Boots, Oxfords, Slippers, Leggins,

and

etc., all

HoliWe bave a Store full of very useful presents for the
of
Can you imagine a gift more acceptable than a good pair
These
Rubbers or Overshoes?

are

The very newest patterns
shapes in bows, strings,

flan-

nel, plain outside with fancy
linings to match,... .$4 to 6

You should

days.

Neckwear.

House Coats

weaves,

The children take the old mare
An' go joggln' off ter school,
8he never thinks of actln'
Like a "tarnal ole fool."
Las' fall she u<ter rare 'n snort
An' smash a wagon wheel.
Every time she met the Cap η
An' bis notty-mo-beel.

Old

please

half faie

We don't bear the lovely music
Of the ekeeter an' the frog;
The coon's In winter quarters
In the hollar maple log.
Now the squirrel on the wall
He can cat his scanty meal,
An' not have to dodge the Cap*·
With his notty-mo-beel.

notty-mo-beel.

things enumerated

to

sure

Fancy

"When ther frott le on ver punkln"
An' ver ear· are In yer cap,
Tbem la sartln Indications
Of a larnal cold snap.
When the roads are fall er enow,
We don't hear the warnln' squeal
Of the Cap'n's little trumpet
On hla notty-mo-beel.

Christmas Presents

this week left to make your selections for
Christmas. It's time to buy now while the stocks
Choose anything from the
are full and complete.

Only

works and all

peeled.

$2.50

The best pen made,

bankruptcy Sept. 1st, giving his liabili- j
ties as $45,000 and his assets as $1000, j
has been held on the charge of concealing about $2000 worth of goods in barns
and vacant houses, and a search is being
made for still other goods which he is
alleged to have concealed.

Wm. Cushman.

Personal.

For bis

still

nearly empty and

"Here and there a stricken few
remain, but how unlike their bold, ununtamable progenitors."
tamed and
This last sentence is a quotation from
Sprague, and not original. I don't like
to borrow from a man and not give him
credit for it.
The village corporation at quite an
expense have lately brought water from
North Pond to the village. The people
who need the water are very happy over
it, but those who don't need it are a
little unhappy over it. I noticed in the
public square there is a fountain filled
with water which is about the right
height for a horse to drink that stands
sixteen hands high, but out of reach of
dogs and small children.
I met my old friend Merritt Parsons
('way up among the eighties) who looks
as hale and hearty as he did fifty years
ago. We talked of old times, etc.
Finally Merritt cast his eye out of the
window and said he would bet a cent it
would snow the next day. I took the
bet and lost my money, which will
teach me better than to bet again with a
vacant.

are

WATERMAN IDEAL FOUNTAIN PEN.

It is a fearful fate to have to endure
and three does.
A baked bean and pastry eupper will the terrible torture of Piles. "I can
be served in the new Grange Hall by Mr. truthfully say," writes Harry Colson, of
and Mrs. H. E. Bartlett Thursday even- Masonville, la., ''that for Blind, BleedBucking, Dec. 21st. Tickets, 15 cents. Music ing, Itching and ProtudingthePiles,
best cure
will be furnished for dancing.
Tickets, lea's Arnica Salve is
and 1
burns
made." Also best for cuts,
25 cents.
injuries. 25c at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s.
Cushman Back in Buckfield.
An increase of ten per cent in wages i
Buck field, Dec. 13, 1Ô05.
the American Woolen Co., beginning
by
and
of
has
been
a
source
It
curiosity
Jan. 1st, will affect operatives in mills at
not a little worriment to some of the
North Yassalboro, Fairfield,
readers of the Democrat whether or not Vassalboro,
and Skowhegan.
L am alive. I think I have convinced Dover
most of the people, especially those that
IN MAD CHASE.
I have spent twenty-four hours with,
Millions rush in mad chase after
that I am alive and all right. That is a
health, from one extreme of faddism to
fact.
if they would only eat
The time I have had for the last four another, when,
and keep their bowels reguweeks! I have tramped about among my good food,
New Life Pills, their
friends in Hartford, Buckfield and other lar with Dr. King's
troubles would all pase away. Prompt
places where I can find friends. I spent relief and
quick cure for liver and
Thanksgiving with a friend in Sumner. stomach trouble.
25c at F. A. Shurtleff
It was a cold day but I managed to
& Co.'s. Guaranteed.
it warm for the man I

make

Our line of Ladies' and Gents1 Wallets,
Purses, Bags, Card Cases, Traveling
Cases, Ac., is the beet we have ever
shown. Many new styles this year.

This year's stock is far ahead of anything ever shown in Oxford Connty.
Handsome, serviceable baskets, 75 cents
to $5.00 each.

FURIOUS FIGHTING.
I|
years," writes Geo. W.il
ark
Hoffman, of Harper, Wash., "I had
bitter battle, with chronic stomach and4
liver trouble, but at last I won, and cured
Bitmy diseases, by the use of Electric
ters. I unhesitatingly recommend them i
to all, and don't intend in the future to J
be without ihem in the house. They are t
certainly a wonderful medicine to have
recovers.
cured such a bad case as mine." Sold
Quite a good many avail themselves of under guarantee to do the same for you,
merchants1 week rates.
by F. A. Shurtleff & Co. at 50c a bottle.
Mrs. Mary Hall expects her son Harold Try them to-day.

and

Leather Goods.

Work Baskets.

Β

L. A. S —Mr*. Grace Jordan.
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lifd

Erevail

P. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

SHURTLEFF & CO.

φ

_

j

F. A.

Over Before You

Complete Your Shopping.

Frothingham,

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

White Robes for Babies'

Sleighs.

Ladies'
Xmas is

most

We have

-

Specialty

here and
a

very

now

pretty

is the time

line of useful

-

Store.

buy yonr gifts.
gifts, such as

to

Pocket Books, Pins, Brooches, Bracelets,
Rings, Chains, Pin-cushions, Collars, Aprons, Waists and Furs.

Our Collar and Handkerchief lines are the best and largest we have
Call and look these over.
ever carried.
REDUCED RATES ON THE GRAND TRUNK RAILROAD
from Gilead to Norway from Dec. 16 to Dec. 23. Our prices are right
and

goods up-to-date.

L.
Telephone 18-4

to

M. LUNT,
136 Main St., Norway

•ometlilng new under the
undo the old gentleman in his handicap on photography.

«un

For the convenience of our patrons we have put in, at considerable
a new electric light powerful enough to make sittings and prints
expense,
Dec. 18, 1905.
work out
I HAVE SEVERAL GRADES OF WOOL AND FUR WHITE ROBES THAf on dark days and at night, enabling us to get our holiday
excuse
the
have
no
that
men
the
can
remind
We
AND
longer
16.
they
NOTICE.
] : AM SELLING FOR 12, 18, 13.60, $4.60
promptly.
for not having photos taken, that they cannot get away from their work,
Annual meeting of the Citizens'
A SLEIGH HEATER MAKES A NICE CHRISTMAS PRESENT. I HAYE for we are
prepared to make sittings Monday and Saturday evenings. Call
are
Telegraph and Telephone Co. will ΓΗ EM FOR 11.76, 12, 92.60 AND |3.
>n us, our work in all departments is worth seeing and our prices
t)e held at selectmen's office at South
ill right.
Paris on Monday^ Jan. 1, 1906, at
recently.
«koo.Wi.U.. day
C. W. BOWKER,
John Hutchlns and wife of Vrvebnrg 7:30.
I
were la th· plaoe one day last week.
\ UKAlnSti
Ckrk and Tnuurtr.

A.

J.

PENLEY.

THEY MAKE A NICE CHRISTMAS PRESENT.

I AM ES Ν. FAVOR, KSfeSfSlRE10""

\

I

THE

COTTAGE

STUDIO,

fît ΦχfovA fmocvst

There will be

high school opens again this Monday morning with the same teachers.
The

RAILWAY,

t'ommenclng October 1,1905,
TRAINS

LEAVE

BOUT Η

children's rehearsal

The W. P. M. S. will meet with Mrs.
Eben Chapman Thursday at 2:30 P. M.

FARM

J All τ ; 9 :!W A. M.,
Going down easll-SAl A.
Mise Ada Abbott of Upton, a former
(Ally except Sunday ; 4 :S5 p. κ dally.
i'36 P. M.. student in the high school, is visiting at
A.M.,
dallv;
Going up \We«t)—9:S0
I. F. Evans'.
dally except Sunday ; 8.47 P. R., daily.
-,

Ο Λ ce

SOUTH PARIS ΡΟβΤ OITICt
Hours : 7 :30 A. M. to 7 30 P. M.

CHURCH IS.
First Congregational Church, Kev. ▲. K. Bal l
win. Pastor. Preaching services, 10:45 Α. M and
7 <n> p.
Sunday School 13 M.; Y.P.l C. E.
at <> iX) p. M- ; Church prayer meeUng on Tuee<l «y
iO o'clock. All, not otherwise con
at
7:
eveulng
nrcted, are cordially Invited.
Methodl.-U Church, Rev H. A. Clifford, Pastor.
On Sunday, morning prayer meeting 9 30 A. M.:
service 10:40 A. R.; Sabbath School
i: M.; tfpworth League Meeting β 13 p. R.:
evening praver meellug 7 Λ» p. R.; prayer meeting Tuesday evening; class meeting, Friday
evening.
Rev. J. Wallace Cbeebro,
Baptist Church.
< )n Sunday, preaching service 10:45 A.
Pastor.
r. ; Sabbsih School 12 R. ; V.PS.C.E, 6*25 p.
M ; Prayer meeting 7 P. M ; Tuesday evening
prayer service at 7 30. Seats free. AU are
welcome.
I nlversallst Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Pastor
Preaching service every Sunday at 10:45 a. R.
Evening service, 7
Sunday School at 12 R.

preaching'

P. R.

STATED RSETISUê.

Mr. Gerald Clifford of Tufts Dental
will be at home for the Christ-

College
mas

holidays.

Kev. B. S. Rideout of Norway preached an excellent sermon at the Methodist
church in exchange with the pastor

Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. Ο. K. Clifford and
C harlee Edwards started Mondsy morning for Bangor, to attend the session of
the State Grange.

George
seriously ill for
Mrs.

Haskell, who was
some time following the
W.

birth of a son some weeks since, is now
improving slowly but steadily.

Deer were brought
Friday by Harold T.

in

"From Stoneham
Briggs, Charles

Swett and Charles Wilson—one for each.
1 liey were tlie last of the season for
this place.

Lodge, So. 94. Regular
The judges to preside over the terms
meeting Tuesday evening on or before full moon.
I. Ο. Ο. F.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet- of
Supreme Court for the coming year
ings, Thursday evening of each week.—Aurora
were assigned last week.
Judge Spear
Kncampment, ilrst and third Monday evenings
comes to Oxford in March, and Chief
of each month.
1> of R —Mount Pleasan' Rebekah Lodge, No. Justice Wïswell in October.
3υ, meets second and fourth Fridays or each
month In Odd Fellows' Hall.
John A. Scott, superintendent of the
G. A. K.—W. K. Kimball Post, So. 14$. meets
dr^t and thlr<l Saturday evenings of each Mason Manufacturing Co.'s factory, is
in
New \ ork on business for a few days.
month. In G. A. R. Hall.
Wm. K. Kimball Relief Corps meets first The
factory is shut down for a short
and third Saturday evenings of each month. In
time to take account of stock.
Relief Corps Hall.
P. of H.—Parts Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
The Kebekahs had a special meeting
nn-ets first and third Saturday ; during the
remainder of the year, meets every Saturday, In last Friday evening when eight young
Grange Hall.
ladies and one adult took the degree.
U. O. tt. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
Ice cream and saltiues were served and a
each month.
S. E. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, So. 181, most pleasant evening enjoyed.
me ts second and fourth Wednesday evenings
The Christmas festival of the Baptist
of each month.
of P.—Hamlin Lodge, So. 31, meets every church will be held in the audience
1 r1 ay evening at Pythian Hall.
room of the church next Monday evenMrs. L. L. Russell and infant son of ing. There will be a cantata by the
children entitled Santa Claus' Dream,"
Leeds are visiting relatives in Paris.
md a tree.
Scott O. Marston is learning the barThe Methodist Sunday School will
ber trade in the shop of W. H. Doten.
give the Christmas cantata, "Santa
of
W.
Auburn, <. laus on Time," in the church next
Keuel
Smith, Esq.,
was at South Paris on business last
Monday evening. After the cantata
Tuesday.
presents will be taken from the ChristF. A A. M.—Parle

Mrs. II. D. Bowers of Maiden, Massachusetts, is on a visit to her friend, Mrs.
I apt. G. C. Pratt.

Annie Jenne returned to the
Farraington Normal School last week
fur the winter term.
Miss

Mt. Mica Lodge, No. 17, will have
work in the Initiatory Degree next
Thursday evening, Dec. 21st.

A. E. Morse reads this week before
the State Grange at Bangor, and on
Friday evening at an eutertainment in
Monmouth.
The Good Cheer will meet Wednesday
afternoon. Business of importance will
come before the meeting therefore a full
attendance is desired.
The usual Christinas festival will be
held at the Congregational church this
year, next Monday evening. There will
be a tree or trees, and a cantata by the
children, "The Magic Snowball," with
other exercises.
of

Local Union
The East Oxford
Christian Endeavor Societies will m*ct
in this place Wednesday, Dec. 27th.
The meetings will be held at the Baptist
church, but the society of the Congregational church will assist the Baptist
society in entertaining.

As next Monday is Christmas, the
Democrat will be a day late about
appearing for that week. That is not a
pleasing arrangement, but seems to be
necessary. This does not mean that
correspondents and advertisers should
be a day late about their work, for if
they are 'twill bother us.
The Seneca Club

meets this

Monday

evening with Mrs. F. A. Taylor. The
last meeting two weeks ago was with

Miss Sue Hounds. The programme was
carried out and then dainty refreshments were served and a very enjoyable
evening was passed. Two Norway club
women were the guests of the evening.

Christinas exercises by the Universalis! Sunday School will be held in Good
Cheer Hall next Saturday evening.
There will be a Christmas tree and exercises by the children, and afterwards a
and their
supper for the children
pareuts. Each child in the Sunday
School is allowed to invite one friend
outside his own family.
A party of six, consisting of Howard
W. Shaw, DunaldS. Brings, Fred Record,
Tracy Pierce, Alfred Fuller and Harvey
Allen, spent the last few days of the
hunting season in the western part of
the county, making their headquarters
As for
at the Albany Basins House.
game, their record is very short, for they
didn't get any, but they had a tirst-class
time.

It is expected that from forty to tifty
members of Mt. Pleasant Kebekah Lodge
will go to Auburn Tuesday eveniug to
visit Liberty Lodge. A special traiu has
been arranged, running from Bethel, tu
accommodate the several lodges which
for that evening, also the
are invited
theatre goers who wish to take in the
presentation of Romeo and Juliet, by
Sothern and Marlowe, at the Empire the
same

evening.

The Christmas season is here. Christmas shows in all the store windows, and
you feel it in the air. Every year the
merchants vie with one another, and
with their own previous records, in making an attractive setting out of their
Christmas goods. In our advertising
columns also the merchants of the two
towns give you suggestions regarding
It will profit
your selection of gifts.
are
you tu read their suggestions, which
offered fur your consideration.
The December number of the Chron-

icle, published by the students of Paris
High School, was issued last week, the

printing being

office.

It is an

done

at

the

Democrat

exceptionally good

num-

containing more than the usual
number of pages of reading matter, and
about the ordinary amount of advertising. The reading matter is well divided
between purely literary and local school
matter. A half-tone portrait of Miss
Florence Jewett, the second assistant in
the school, forms the frontispiece.
ber,

NOBWAY.

The tirm of Wilson & Gray has recenthad some legal business to do in connection with the titles to certain lands
in Greenwood, and a clause in the description in une of the deeds is worthy
of mention. It may perhaps have been
mentioned in the Democrat before, as it
has some little fame. It is the last
course in the boundary of the parcel
conveyed, and reads, "Thence as crooked as you can go to the north line of the
Phillips Academy Grant." The deed
was made and put on record forty-five

ly

years ago.

A correspondent now living outside
the county asks if there has ever been a
murder trial in the new court house,
which was first occupied in January,
1896. There has not. The most serious
affray of offences for which there have
been trials in this house appeared at the
last October term, when there were
trials for manslaughter, arson, and
assault with intent to kill. In the manslaughter case the respondent was a boy
of fourteen, charged with the careless
accidental shooting of a playmate. He
wafc acquitted, as were the respondents
in the arson case, aad a verdict of guilty
in the case of assault was followed by
the imposition of a penalty of seven
months in jail.

Eli Darriau of Waterville it bound KING or ALL COUGH MEDICI27ZS.
Ifr. S. G. Case, a mill carrier of Canton Center, Conn., who has been in the
U. S. Service for abont eixteen yean,
says: "We bave tried many cough
medicines for croup, but Chamberlain'·
Cough Remedy ia king of all and one to

Fryeburf Academy.

on the charge of aaaault with intent
Thursday evening, Deo. 7, Mr. over
kill on Police Offloer John Roderick
George Haley, an alumnus of the to
that city. Roderick waa called in to
academy and a graduate in the olau of of
*90, gave a very interesting and instruct- take care of Darviau, who waa drank
ive lecture, in the veetry of the Congre- and abusing his family. Darviau attackon
gational church, upon "Life in Japan." ed the officer, giving him two blow·
Mr. Haley ha· alio promised to give the the head with an eight.pound flatiron.
but
offloer
considerable
The
lost
blood,
students of the academy a talk on Japanese life.
As he is a very interesting was not seriously injured.
speaker we shall hall this event with deHm U Belief for Wmmb.
light.
If you have pain· in the back, Urinary, BladThe senior drama has been decided
der or Kidney trouble, and want a certain, plantupon and the parts assigned. It is enti- ant barb remedy for woman'· til·, try Mother
tled Jedidiah Judkins, J. P., and will be Gray'· Aaitruiaa-L*«f. It la a aafe monthly
regulator. At Druggists or by mall BO cent·.
presented during the winter term.
package FREE. Addreaa, The Mother
Let us be cheerful, for examinations Sample
Gray Co., Le Boy, Ν. T.
are drawing to a close, and we shall

On

There will be no rehearsal for the
The Barton Reading Club met Thurs"Concert of Nations" this week.
day afternoon with Mrs. Freeland Howe.

SOUTH_PAEIS.
ORAND TRUNR

no

et New Hall this week.

Mr. and Mrs. Aaron H. Kenerson have
moved into the house of George A.
Kenerson on Whitman Street.
Misses Lena Shank and Alioe D. Gammon have returned to Farmington Nor·
mal School for the winter term.
Thomas Bradbnry and son Roy, who
have been getting out Christmas trees in
southeastern Maine for the New York
trade, recently returned to Norway and
soon after left for New York in connection with the Christmas tree business.
The floor of the dining room in the
basement of the Congregational church
gave way a few days since, and it was
found in relaying it that the timbers
were
considerably decayed. It is
thought that a system of ventilators
which is being put into the new floor
will prevent a similar decay in this floor.
In the report of rifle practice in the
Maine National Guard, as recently made
by Col. Elliott C. Dill, the inspector, Co.
D of Norway has the lead, with 188.23 as
the figures of merit. The nearest to this
of any company in the Guard is Co. H,
Second Regiment, Waterville, with 81.62,
while the next highest in the First Regiment is 61.30.
Dr. A. N. French returned from Baltimore Wednesday, accompanied by his
daughter, Mrs. H. E. Fifleld, who has
been seriously ill. She will remain at
home several weeks, and Mr. Fifield ie
expected this week for the Christmas

1

have a vacation of (wo weeks before the
of the winter term, when we
shall be eager to hear that senior drama.
Mr. Hopkins, the supervisor of drawing in the Boston schools, compared the
Fryeburg Academy exhibit with a Boston exhibit from all the grades, and he
said in part, that it was exceedingly
creditable, and that it excelled in richness and strength of color, and closeness of observation.
The work especially mentioned was that of Cleo Wentworth of East Baldwin.
Mr. Hopkins
thought it very remarkable that an instructor should be able to make such a
showing in two years' time.
Some excellent work is also being done
in the manual training course, and we
hope that within two years we shall be
able to make as good an exhibit in that
line as we have in drawing. At present
the scholars are making necktie boxes
season.
are carving designs noon them; also
and
The Browning Reading Club met last
a Morris chair, a desk, and some mission
with
Mrs.
E.
BlckF.
Monday evening
furniture.
nell. This Monday evening it meets
with Mrs. A. J. Stearns.
CURE FOR SORE NIPPLES.
Civil Engineer Stratton of Rumford
As soon as the child is done nursing
Falle has been here for a few days completing the survey of the lower lake or apply Chamberlain's Salve. Wipe it off
outlet, in connection with the suit which with a soft cloth before allowing the
is to determine the respective rights of child to nurse. Many trained nurses
the mill owners and the owners of boats. nse this with the best results. Price 25
Miss Agnes Tucker is in Dr. King's cents per box. For sale by Shurtleff &
hospital, Portland, for treatment, and Co., South Paris; Noyes Drug Store,
has undergone a surgical operation, from Norway; Jones Drug Store, Oxford.
which she is recovering well.
The Sturgie deputies in Lewiston have
The Norway Board of Trade held its
annual meeting Tuesday evening. The made a stir by raiding the beer clube
report of the treasurer shows a balance and seizing the whole stock, besides
of $71.61 on hand. It was voted to join arresting several of the men in charge.
the State Board of Trade. The board New legal questions are likely to be
has been active during the year in pro- decided by the outcome—when it finally
moting the commercial welfare of Nor- comes out.
way. The new officers elected are as
WATER CURE FOR CONSTIPATION.
follows:

Half a pint of hot water taken half an
hour before breakfast will usually keep
the bowels regular. Harsh cathartics
The board of health has decided that no
L. should be avoided. When a purgative is
ice must be cut for domestic uses on the Sanborn. J.N. Favor, Thomas Smiley. *. E. needed, take Chamberlain's Stomach and
river below the Park Street bridge, on Andrews, H. B. Foster.
Liver Tablets. They are mild and gen«.•count of the sewers which enter the
The Universalist State Sunday School tle in their action. For sale by Shurtleff
The local ice
stream below that point.
convention has adopted a district system A Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Store,
iealers have been notified to that effect.
nf supervision, and Charles F. Ridlon of Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
Ice to be used simply for refrigerating
this place is made superintendent of this
it
is
purposes may be cut anywhere, but
district, which includes the schools in
loubtfui if any oue will care to make or
Norway, Paris, South Paris, West Paris,
use two grades of ice.
Bethel, Rumford Falls, Canton, Dixtield,
A document of considerable magni- Hartford and Mechanic Falls.
A fair was given by the ladies of the
tude recently recorded at the registry of
ieeds is a million-dollar mortgage. It Congregational church at their vestry
s
Wednesday. There were fancy,
if'ven by the Kumford Falls Power an
Company to the Union Safe Deposit and candy and apron tables, a golden K°ose,
Trust Company to secure an issue of
mystery package table, etc., and all
>onds. The property covered is the were well patronized, the net receipts of
lams, head gates, canals and their mar- the fair being in the vicinity of 1100. A
gins, and the Howage rights of the com- «upper was served at 7 o'clock, and in
fine entertainment was
pany, in the towns of Kumford, Mexico the evening a
lud Peru, together with the rentals from ;iven with the following programme:
he same.
Horne.
>rgan, Processional
Ladles' QuarteUe, "Just an Hour at Twilight,
The following is the musical pro- Mrs. Kimball. Mrs. Bradbury, Mrs. Smiley, Mrs
Rurnham
rramme at the Methodist church for
Johnson.
tolo, My Jacqueminot,-.lext Sunday:
Howard Stevens.
Hyde. Heading
>rgan Prelude,
ΜγΛ*™·
Storer.' Solo, He was a Prince,
\ntbein. Sing, Ο Heavens,
Lynes.
Nevln.
hjIo. o Utile town of Bethlehem,
K»ther Tower
of
realm»
from
the
Critical judges of quality and style iu
h Ίγ Detection, Angela
...Mrs. Kimball and Mrs. Smiley,
Duet
Dressier. iolo, A Mariner's Home's the Sea.
glory..
Furs are the customers we like, tbey ap\ lolln obllgato, Sara Swett
Kan(lpgger.
Violin anil Organ.
Herman L- Horne.
»ff«-rtory, An·(ante
preciate the elegance of our furs.
Lennan.
I'oetlude, March,
Marguerite
[trading. Two Ko*e«,
W.
W.
(
Ch 'lrHattle Leach. Soprano: Mrs.
Bedouin Love Song
iolo.
ONE LOT fur boas, two large bushes
'over, Alt>; (ioo. I. Burnham. Tenor: W W.
Howard Stevens.
Mr·. Geo. I. Burnham, Organist. Ladles'
>to ver, Bass.
$({.50
and small tails,
Quartette, Daddy.
Mrs. H. L. Horne.
The men's supper to be given at the Accompanist
of
Isabella
boas
fox,
long
LOT
The Professional Whist Club
met, ONE
Baptist church ou Thursday evening bids
ends, large bush, fitted at neck, heavy,
air to be the event of the week. A Tuesday evening at Dr. H. L. Bartlett s.
$15.00
\lfred L. Laferrier has been in town a
arge number of tickets have already
soft,
»een sold and
everything possible is few davs. He is to engage in lumbering
>eiug done to make the supper and the this winter in Canada, the product being
jntertainment which is to follow a~suc- shipped into the states for manufacture.
•ess.
An orchestra and male quartet
Through the action of the Norway
will assist in making the evening social Hoard of Trade, single fare rates have
(iet your tick- been secured on the Grand Trunk for the
Hour of the pleasantest.
This includes many neat little articles,
Jts early. Admission,
including sup- «resent week, to Norway from all sta- such as Fans, Pin Cushions, Doilies,
t
inclusive,
Lewiston
to
Gilead
from
cents.
tions
and
entertaiumeut, twenty-five
per
Handkerchief Boxes and
This merchants' week feature has been j Glove Cases,
Thursday evening Kafael Freyre, who well advertised, and it is expected that a many other articles for useful little
s spending the ilebron vacation at I. F.
large number of customers from along gifts.
Kvans', started down street, going by the line will be the result.
the
crossed
As
he
Street.
Pine
of
way
Never were the stores of Norway betrailroad a man grabbed him by the col- ter stocked for the Christmas trade, and
lar of his coat and asked for money. The never were their wares set out more atroung man. who is six feet tall and well
tractively, or more taste
built, promptly let the stranger have his decorations. There is a prospect of the
No one has too many pretty stocks,
fist, and then calmly kept on his way best holiday trade that our enterprising
therefore they make excellent gifts.
Jown Pine Street, without further mo- merchants have ever
enjoyed.
one
lestation. In Cuba, where his home is,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. Davis of Yar- We have a large line, put up noatly
such occurrences are more common than mouth are
a few days with her in a box, 25c. and 50c.
spending
here, aud he seemed entirely uncon- parents, Mr. and Mrs. George H. BenLarge line of pretty Neck Ribbons.
cerned about it. The man who wanted
mas tree.

Next Sunday the

music will be

appropriate

to

sermon

and

the season.

President—Wm. C. Leavltt.

Vice President»—E. N. Swett, H.J. Bangs,
B- Foster.
«Uc «ml Treas.— 4.L. Sanborn.
Ex.Com Wm. C. Leavlu, E. S. Swett. A.

Deat Get Footeor·: Get A lie·'· Foot-Baa·
A wonderful powder that core· tired, aching,
swollen, sweating feet and make· new or tight
•hoe* eaay. Aak to-Jay for Allen'· Foot-Eaee.
At all Druggtata and Shoe Store·. Veto. Dont
accept any aubadtnte.

begiuning

Born.
In 8outh Parla, Dec. IS, to
A. Porter, a eon.
In Parle, Dec. 16, to the

Married.
Sumner, Dec-10, by Geo. A. Chandler, Esq Mr. Jamea Henry Packard and Mlae
Ilaael tone Jordan, both of Sumner.
In Peru, Dec. a, bv Rev. A. A. Abbott, Mr.
Jamea Naaon ana Mlaa Mattle Fuller, both of
In West

Peru.
In Eaat Sumner, Nov. 99, Mr. Pearl Bradeen
and Mise Glenle llayford of Hartford.
In Bethel, Not. 29, by Rev F. E. Barton, Mr.
Lauren Lord and Misa Ada O. Bean, both of

Albany.

In Kezar Fall·, Dec. 7, by Rot. F. C. Potter,
Mr. Ramh Merrlfleld ana Mlas Mattle Davie,
both of Kezar Falls.
In LoTell, Dec. 12, by Ββτ. C. H. Shank, Mr.
William Grover and Mlaa Eunice McAllister.

Fancy Articles.

Neckwear.

"8edfln,™®

money was probably one who had
come in on a train.
BOI.8TKK

Emery W. Mason
Saturday.

bot's last

just ;

DISTRICT.
was

at Arthur Tal-

Mrs. Albert Ryerson was the recent
iuest of her sister, Mrs. Chas. Gowell.
Mrs. Sewell I'arker is contined to the
(louse by illness. Dr. Stewart is attending her.

John Swett returned from Kennebunk
Saturday where he has spent the
[>ast three months with his son, J. H.
■iwett.
Sanford Brown, who has been ill for
:he past week with a severe attack of the
jrippe at the home of his parents, is
low able to go out of doors.
aat

Chi»·*. Swett aud Chas. Wilson returned from a hunting trip to Stoneham
ast Saturday, each the proud possessor
>f a large deer which he shot.
Mrs. John Small started last Thursiay on a two weeks' outing. She will
risit relatives and friends in Lewiston,
ITarmington, Livermore Falls and Cheserville before returning home.
V

Successful

Congregational Fair.

was the vestry of the
church last Wednesday
ind Thursday, when the annual fair of
It
:he ladies was in progress there.
tdded one more to the list of yearly
svents of the kind which for so long
bave been fixtures to the people of the
sommunity. l ast week's fair was in all
respects a worthy successor of the others.
The decorations were not elaborate,
the renovation of the interior of the vestry during the past season making it
neither necessary nor desirable to mutilate the walls or finish even in slight dejjree by the addition of temporary adornments. Bunches of pinks well distributed constituted the principal feature of
such decorations as there were.
The fancy table was triangular in form,
and occupied a space in the center of the
around the sides of
vestry.
the room were an art and miscellaneous
table—a pleasing feature of which was a
number of water colore by Mr·. Plum-

A busy place

Congregational

Arranged

apron table, a candy table, a
food table, a white table, a bag table,
and an ice cream table. In one corner
of the room the mystery booth took the
form of a well from which the bucket
brought up whatever it was the customer's lot to receive.
At a table at the front of the stage
visitors were served with dainty cups of
coffee, crackers, and fancy cakes. The
etage itself was set with evergreens, representing the "fairy circle," and in the
midst of this green bower Miss Sue
Rounds entertained the children, as
well aa some of a larger growth, by tellresort.
ing storiea. It was a
The sale continued dur'ng the afternoons of Wednesday and Thursday, and
mer—an

popular

Qe,The W. C. T. U.

will meet with Mrs.
II. D. Smith Tuesday evening at 7:30.
The office of the Norway and Western
Railroad is now Room 219, Tremont
A nice black petticoat would make any
Building, Boston.
The members of the graduating class
a suitable gift.
lady
secured.
Df Norway High School have
LOT of fine heavy sateen, 15 inch
ONE
some very handsome class rings, buying
them from Hills.
flounce fulled on to skirt, three stitched strape, accordion plaited with dust
Results of Sanatorium ireacmem.
$2.00
...
ruffle,
trusAt the meeting of the board of
black
taffeta,
AssoONE LOT of good quality
tees of the Maine State Sanatorium
ciation held at Augusta Tuesday, the
wide plaited flounce, sateen dust rufile,
medical director, Dr. Estes Nichols,
length, well made, special value,
good
in
restatements
made some interesting
$4.98
of
treatment
the
gard to the result* of
lis tuberculous patients during the past
rear in the sanatorium in Hebron.
The number of patients discharged
from the sanatorium during the past
rear is 28. Of these the dieease has
jeen arrested in seven; nine have been
if
.ery much improved; and these, also,
;hey fu'ly carry out the method of life
which has been taught them will, the
loctor thinks, as well aβ the seven with
:he disease arrested, fully recover their

Black Petticoats.

These

conservative medical
lealth. The
lirectors of sanatoriums prefer not to
until two
lay that any patient is cured
rears have elapsed without recurrence
if the dieease after his discharge. Two
more

are

Half Fare to

time.

CHRISTMASI

ful extravagance, a luxury which they really
ought to do without.
This idea is, how-

We alto

A MAN'S CHRISTMAS.

ever, wrong, as perfumes made from flow-

special

possess a
health value.

ers

For Sale.

What presents are you going to make?
Nearly
has a "him" or two to buy for. SomeNot so if
times it is hard to know what to buy.

Palmer's

I have for sale a pair of black
bulls, well broken and handy to
work in any place.
Also some small shoats.
A. E. GEORGE,
Hebron, Maine.

everybody

the right scent,
made from
flowers,
not
chemicals, and
come in bulk at 50 to
cents the ounce, and

75
in

all

Rain

Coat.

of Xmas
be found

sorts

A FUR COAT

notice.
to
District Court of the United Sutee for the
at
District ol Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In the mitt tit of
HAKRY A. LANK,
Pharmacist.
f In Bankruptcy,
of Parte, Bankrupt. )
In
the
Lane
A.
of
Harry
To the creditor·
Next to Post Office, South Paris.
:
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on the 16th day of
Dec., A. D. 1906, the said Harry A. Lane was
ana that the first
duly adjudicated bankrupt,be
held at the Court
meeting of his creditors will
Srd day of Jan.,
on
the
South
in
Parts,
and
House,
A. D. 1906, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
All the apparatus for thawing
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
conand transact such other business as may properly pipes
said
meeting.
come before
No charge for team.
nection.
South Parts, Dec. 18, 1906.
θ KO. ▲. WILSON,
L. M. Longley,
Beferee in Bankruptcy.

packages,
only

__

In the

would be very

BROOKS—The

j

In the District Court of the United State· for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

In the matter of
)
In
ROBERT E. PAR80N8,
of Romford Falls, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Robert E.

GLASSES,

Four-in-hands, Tecks, Puffs, Ascots, Bows, in

RICHARDS,

$50.

I .wither,

dross, Fur,

or

large variety, l£c., 25c., 60c.

a

Something everybody gives and is always appreciated. Initial
5c., 103., 15c., 25c., 50c. Plain ones, 2c. to 50c.
Mufflers and Mufflets, 25c., 50c., to $2.
10c. to 50c.
Fancy Braces, 25c., 50c., 75c., $1. Armlets,
to $.'3.
50c.
for
the
stock
a
holidays,
Umbrellas, large

ones

for

YOU LIKE TO LOOK AROUND BEFORE BUYING.
YOU'LL
COME EARLY AND SEE US.
FIND SOMETHING YOU WANT.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

NORWAY.

Stores )

(a

SOUTH PARIS,

■

GIFTS!

CHRISTMAS
trying to find

is

you the

HANDKERCHIEFS.

Bankruptcy.

Myrtle

Inquire

assortment, $12

to

NECKWEAR.

NOTICE.

GOLD RIMMED AND RIMLESS SPECTACLES AND EYE

largest

give

can

House Coats and Bath Robes at $4 to
Sweaters, Wescuts, Cardigans, 50 coots to $5.
Gloves and Mittens, lined and unlined, for work
and Worsted, 25c. to *4.
Fur Caps, Cloth Caps or a Derby or Soft Hat.·

Maine.

Norway,

We

pleasing.

IN THE LESS EXPENSIVE GIFTS THERE ARE

Telephone

quickly.

Useful Christmas Présents.

best value and

Heating,

Plumbing

give him something
Suit, Overcoat or
Coat, Underwear, Shirts, Reefer, Work

Why not
you come here.
A
that he will appreciate ?

are

Optician.

you in your selection.
A few of the big values

£l°ney.

every

find it the beat remedy for cough· and
cold·, giving certain resnlta ana leaving
no bad after effect·." For sale by Shurtleff A Co., South Parla; Jones Drng
Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

S.

now

Furs.

upon

people look on
good scent as a delight*
Some

Parsons, in
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
on the 9th day of
that
Is
Notice
given
hereby
or
with best lenses, fitted before
Dec., A. D. 1905, the said Robert E. Parsons
Died.
was dnly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
after Christmas, are among the most meeting
of his creditors will be held at the Court
House, in South Paris, on the 27th day of Dec.,
In Stoneham, Dec. 7. William L., son of Mr. useful
presents.
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, at which
A.
D.
1905,
and Mrs. Η. B. McKeen, aged β months.
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
In Welchvllle, Dec. 11, John Abbott, aged 80
a trustee, examine the baakrupt
claims,
appoint
years.
and transact such other business as may properIn Oxford, Dec. 13,Clarence Scrlbner.
ly come before said meeting.
In Wo dstock, Dec. 7, Charles Ο Godwin of
South Paris, Dec. 11,1905.
Wafrford.
GEO. A. WILSON,
In Portland, Dec. 15, Edward P. Chase, aged
Referee in Bankruptcy.
87 vears.
In Buckfleld, Dec. 14, Mrs. Benjamin E. Gerrlsh, aged 37 year·.
NOTICE.
ANNUAL MEETING.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has !
The annual meeting of the Oxford been duly appointed eTecutor of the last will ;
TO LET.
Mutual and testament of
County Patrons of Husbandry
EDWIN IIARRIMAN, late of Hiram,
Street.
All persons
Tenement at No. 7
Fire Insurance Company will be held at In the County of Oxford, deceased.
having demands against the estate of said de I
of
the same for settle- !
Graoge Hall, South Paris, on Saturday, i«&eei? are desired to present
m.
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
A. O. WHEELER,
Dec. 30, 1005, at 10 o'clock A.
make payment Immediately·
GEORGE L. SAWYER. !
Secretary.
PERHAM,
Dec 5th. 1906.
G. W. Q.
South Paris, Me.

—

March....lire.H^

wife of Albion W.

Andrews, a *on.
In Lovell, Not. 34, to the wife of Nathan
Dre*eer, a ton, George Nathan.
In Oxford, Dec. 7, to the wife of Wilfred Perkins, a daughter.
In Albany. Nov. 3, to the wife of George Cum.
minga, a daughter.
In South Woodstock, Dec. 10, to the wife of
Fred Thurlow, a son.

H.

Everyone

the wife of William

be relied

Perfumes.

some

You will find

Our motto is something useful.

we are

large line of goods to help
store full of useful things.

We have

suitable gift for friends.

a

our

showing.

Wrappers.

Fur Sets.

Gloves.

Leather Ooods.

An excellent gift, just right to send by
Many of tbe prettiest and newest
mail.
Large Une of the "Domestic" wrap- shapes in hand bags and pocket books.
ONE LOT golf gloves, all colore and
pers in flannelette and heavy print.
ONE LOT bags, small sizes, eeveral
50c.
These are made full, flounce skirts, no
sizes, plain wrist and clasp,
shapes, brown, black and green, nickel
skimping anywhere, the kind that every25c. ONE LOT mocha and dog skin gloves,
clasps,
one likes, $1.00 and $1.25.
good shades, a fine wearing winter
ONE LOT bags, several shapes, brown
11.00
50c.
and black leather,
glove,
two
with
Hat
clasps,
handle, ONE LOT dressed kid gloves,
ONE LOT bags, some
some the new envelope style, nickel,
white, black and colore, warranted,
il.25
$1.00
These handy garments are always acbrass and oxidized clasps,
ONE LOT of soft unfinished leather,
ceptable.
gathers at the top with leather strings,
ONE LOT kimono style of heavy fleeced
$1.25
80c.
and
Little ready made dresses will please
pocket on side, leather fringe,
gray,
blues,
pink
goods,
to
$3.00.
Other
the
little folks.
up
styles
Others in several styles of heavy goods,
brown and ONE STYLE of neat plaids, lined, trimall prices. Two styles in the long ones ONE LOT pocket books,
08c.
25c.
med with braid,
black, neat and durable,
of heavy goods, $1.08 and $2.50.
ONE LOT of good soft leather, well ONE LOT in black and white check,
50c.
lined, imitation seal,
trimmed with red braid, lined throughNeat styles at 75c., $1.00.
31.75
skirt,
out,

Dressing Sacques.

Children's Dresses.

Pillow Covers.

Large line of the newest stylée, both
the stamped ones to work with back,
and the picture tops, 25c. and 50c
Pillows,
Ruffles, 50c.
Cords, 25c.
ready made 42c. to $2.50.

Handkerchiefs.

plaited

Table Linen.

Many
plaids.

department with us,
show you many good values.
ONE SET table doilies, contains 18
pieces, scalloped edges, buttonhole
β sizes, an excellent

styles

in

plain colors and

Shirt Waists.

This is a strong

we can

stitched,

neat

These
are

always useful.

are

right.

The

styles

ONE LOT Danish cloth, white, black
31.25
$2.87
and blue, neat sleeve, tucked,

gift,

Towels.

always show you good value»,
collar would
at Christmas time better values than
little
girl.
please any
ever.
ONE LOT of white Angora, round muff,
LOT towels, pood size, plain or
ONE
S125
....
flat collar,
ends, white or colored border,
fringed
round
neat
ONE LOT white lamb's wool,
12 l-2c.
muff and flat collar, very durable, 81.50
ONE LOT damask towels, extra heavy,
ONE LOT mink sets, flat muff with fur
20x48 inches, double hemstitched ends,
*2.7»
....
lined collar,
25c.
pretty figure,
ONE LOT imitation ermine, neat scarf,
ONE LOT tine linon, large size, double
has two black tails, flat muff with
hemstitched and fringed ends, neat
$2.98
cord and purse,
We can

A little fur muff and

Coats.
No better
warm

coat.

gift

for anyone than a

and

good

84.98

over

shoulders, trimmed

very

large

size

12 l*2c.

...

NAPKINS, all sizes and qualities, one
lot pood heavy linen, 18 inches square,
$1.75
neat patterns,
Other values from $1.00 to $4.00.

ONE LOT children's cloth coats, in blue,
brown, red and tan, lined and inter2 to 0 years, belted back,
82.98

heavy,

towels,

ONE LOT of the equare Turkish wash
5c.
cloths,

ONE LOT children's coats of crushed
plush, in blue and brown, 2 to tl years
sizes, lined and interlined, neat collar,

lined, capes
with braid,

50c.

figure,

ONE LOT bath

:

Sweaters.
Useful most any time of the year.
ONE LOT extra good value, in white,

$2.25
gray, red, novelty stitch,
ONE LOT children's coats of heavy material in brown, blue, green, braid on ONE LOT in gray, red and white, good
collar and cuff, belt, 0 to 14 years, 83.98
$ 1.75
fitting sweater,
ONE LOT children's coats in brown,

PRETTY linen doilies, several styles, ONE LOT of brilliantine, white, black,
This is always our leader, one whole
10c. to 50c. each.
and colore, clusters of tucks in front,
blue and green mixture, light straps
counter devoted to these useful little
31.08
of
heavy damask,
TRAY CLOTHS
good
and braid on collar and cuff, heavy
plaited back,
articles. 500 dozen to select from.
Pretty rugs will save your floors. They
several patterns, plain hem, hemstitch- ONE LOT wool batiste, light and dark
$4.98
goods, 0 to 14 years,
make
excellent gifts.
colall
in
all
white,
Mexican
work,
good shades, embroidered front, plaited ONE LOT misses' coats in black and
ONE LOT neat styles
ed, imitation
25c.
and belt ONE LOT Smyrna rugs, these are the
ored borders, and the picture style, 5c.
32.08
wide
size,
with
white
cuff,
straps
mixture,
sleeve
plaits,
back, large
ONE LOT of heavier, finer linen, neat
heavy double faced ones, good size,
in back, volvet collar, large sleeve, 12
brown
ONE LOT lace trimmed, embroidered,
ONE LOT waists of blue and
50c.
$1.98
....
$0.98
10
patterns,
to
15c.
with
years
large
hemstitched, linen,
changeable silk, neat style
TABLE CLOTH, one lot 00 inches wide,
33.08
ladies' coats of extra heavy ONE LOT moquet rugs, sot figure in
LOT
ONE
sleeve,
ONE LOT linen, embroidered, hemeeveral patterns, good qualities,. 59c.
center with pretty colors, 3-4 yard
covert cloth, straps front and back of
25c.
LOT waists of heavy silk, black,
stitched, many neat ones,
ONE LOT 00 inches wide, of finer linen, ONE
$2.50
to waist, all sizes, $12.50
wide, 1 1-2 yards long,
lined
34.08
goods,
white and colore, pretty style,
75c.
pretty figure,
Many qualities up to $1.00.

only

Rugs.

a

«

few of the many useful things we have for Christmas,
You may find just what you want.

Norway

on

Grand Trunk

Railway

1

1

uome m ana ιοοκ

J1

arounu.

between Gilead and Lewiston, December 18 to 23.

patients were improved, and one
discharged for infringement of the
Nine discharged
lanatoriam rules.
patients went out with the course of the
iisease still progressive. Id these nine
the dieease was far advanced, and they
ïther
was

taken for observation, and were
after a short
stay as unsuitable for sanatorium treatment.
Aside from these nine patients the
was
average residence in the institution
four months and five days. The average
The
greatest
gain was 14 1-3 pounds.
1-4
gain in the shortest time was 26
second
The
pounds in eight weeks.
best gain was 31 1-4 pounds hi 12 weeks.
The greatest gain in weight during the
entire residence waa 32 3-4 pounds in 11
irere

lubsequently discharged

127-129 Main Street.

months.

The applicanta for treatment now far
the accommodationa for the
exceed

patienta.

OP CHAMBERLAIN'S
PRAISE
COUGH REMEDT.
There la no other medicine manufactured that haa received so much
praise and so many expressions of gratitude as Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
It is effective, and prompt relief follows
IN

use. Grateful parents everywhere
do not hesitate to testify to tta mérita
for the benefit of others. It is a certain
care for oronp and will prevent the attack if given at the first appearance of
the disease. It is especially adapted to
children as it Is pleasant to take and
contains nothing injurions. Mr. E. A.
its

Humphreys, a well known reaident and
clerk in the store of Mr. E. Leek, of
WednesWednesday evening. During
Cape Colony, South Africa, says:
day evening musio was given by an Alice,
"I have naed Chamberlain's Cough
orchestra consisting of Ε. B. Dean and
off oroup and oolds in
Carl Mason Remedy to ward
A party of Oxford deer hunters went Miss Grace Dean violins,
I found it to be very satisMrs. Penfold piano. The my family.
and
on
their
afternoon
clarinet,
way
through Friday
me pleasure to
the buying was factory and it gives
home from their camp at the South Arm, vestry was crowded,
recommend it" For sale by F. A.
scene was very animated
the
and
weeks.
two
in
about
brisk,
bad
where they
put
Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paris; Jones
The party consisted of J. F. Fuller, E. S. and pleasing.
Oxford; Noyea Drag Store,
Thursday evening one of the suppers Drug Store,
Fuller, B. L. Burns, Granville Burns,
of this society are Norway.
William Barns, C. H. Hanscom, and for which the ladies
was served, and two
Rudolph Sohumacher. They didn't justly celebrated
Mrs. Jane Dustin of Winalow waa
or more sat down to the tablee.
secure quite the limit, the seven men hundred
to death Tuesday afternoon,
burned
the
followed
which
entertainment
The
getting ten deer, and the carcasses which
while alone in her room, from a lighted
supper included selections by an orchesher
they had on their wagons were a centre
and a match which, in aome way, ignited
of attraction to all who got a glimpse of tra, singing by the male quartette
The exact cauae of her death
clothing.
which
of
both
A.
in
solo
Qeorge
Briggs,
their
of
by
stay
them. For the first part
not known but is thought to have
but had to respond to encores, and the is
camp the hunting was rather hard,
been the result of an unsuccessful at·
TeleTubbs'
"Mrs.
in
comedietta,
came
amusing
deer
snow
the
after last week'·
waa
skit, and tempt to light a lamp. Mrs. Dustin
fast The party were on wheels, and gram." This is a laughable
feeble. She
for a large audience. 76 years of age and very
of
fun
lots
furnished
homethe
hard
little
it
à
foand
making
on
was seldom left alone in the bouse
Financially the fair was profitable, account
ward journey through th· snow, but as
of her own inability to aupply
to the ladies' circle will
net
the
and
mud
than
wort·
gain
no
was
ii
they said,
her
i
be not far from 9200·
holes.

CASTORIA fKliifirtsirtCtiMn
Tli KM Yn Hiii Alwajs Bought
I

A

■«

Large Stock
···

OF

f

MERRY CHRISTMAS
J. F. Plummer's.

···

Our

Goods is

Style,

Unsurpassed in Quality.

gifts

Handkerchiefs, &c.

For Women and Girls

*

Maine.

J.

see our

display.

F. PLUMMER,

FURS IN PRICES FROM
,$>.25 t0 $23·<»
44
"
COATS44
$1.25 t0 $50.00
UNDERFLANNELS
»5C.
OUTING FLANNEL
5c. tcTl 2 I-2C.
FLANNELETTES IN GREAT VARIETY.
WOOL AND FLEECED HOSE FOR EVERYBODY.

FurnUher,

ME.
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS,

Why

not present your absent «rlend

·

year'* subscription

a

New Qown?

$1.50, PANAHENRIETTAS
at $1.00 and
$1.25,
$1.1 a, MOHAIRS, &c., &c , in all colors and with trimmings in all the new and desirable styles.
If
MAS
so

look at
at

our

fine BROADCLOTH at

$100 and

Our stock is large and varied and
show anything one needs.

we are

always pleased

Candy Saturdays with every
chase of $1.00

to

cash pur-

or over.

U&Z.S. PRINCE,
Norway,

Maine

/

CASTORIA

<*

Main Street.

AND SO ARE OUR

Telephone ΙΟβ-3.

MtMNk

12Θ

Cold Weather is Here

:

Beacon Gaiters, Slippers, Warm Boots, Comfortable Boots,
Handsome Boots, Gaiters, Mufflets, &c.

Call and

■

Are You Going to Have

penders,

DEPARTMENTS.

CASTORIA
Ik· KM Yw Han Ahriis BNCht

in

Holiday

for all, for Men and Boys :
Hats, Kid Gloves, Fur
Coats,
Suits, Bath Robes, House
Sweaters, SurArmlets,
Shirts,
Gloves, Mittens, Fancy
Neckwear in all the latest styles and colors, Initial
We have useful

IN ALL OF OUR

Paris,

of Christmas and

Up-to-date

GOODS

South

display

Large in Quantity,

CHRISTMAS

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,

127

Norway, Maine.

to the Democrat?

For Infurts aoë Cbildren.

Til IWÏM Hill ΑΙ«ϊ»Β·ιΐ|Μ

the

/Jfïjf

"*

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS
AS

DAILY

No.

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

The Oxford Democrat,

PAPER.

Send your order and money to
South Paris, Maine.
THE NEWTour name and address on a postal card to
will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,

bring

you a free

sample

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

Petition tor uiscnarge.
)
In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
of the DisJudge
Haijc,
To the Huh. Clakknce

Bankrupt's

Kind the title of a well known book
and its author.

trict Court of the l*nlte<l States for the District
of Maine
J. MAKBLE, of Rumfonl. In the
In
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
that on
said District, respectfully represents
was
be
duly
last
the 30th day of Sept,
past,
Congress readjudged bankrupt under theheActaof
has duly surrenlating to Bankruptcy; that
dered all his propertv and rights of property,
and ha.·» fully compiled with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching

—

No. 3β1.—X last η κ Letter·.

which will

Supply missing Initials,
public holiday.
•ho fields of grain are garnered

ALVAH

name a

up stock

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

District of Maine, se.
On this 2nd day of Dec., A. D. 1906. on readpetition It Is
Ing the foregoing
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
on
the -'-nil day of Dec., A. D.
same
the
upon
lw6, before said Court at Portland, In said Disnotrict, at 10o'clock In the forenoon; and that
tice thereof be published In the Oxford Demoand
crat, a newspaper printed In said District,
that all known creditors, and other persons in
interest, jiay appear at the said time and place,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
should not be granted.
prayer of said petitioner
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
mall
to all known credsend
«hall
the Clerk
by
itors copie* of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence u
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clakknce Hale, Judge of
the «aid Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In said District, on the .2nd day of Dec., ▲. D.
iyt'5.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L 8.J
A true copv of |»jttt1on and order thereon.
JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
Attest

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

Risers
Early
rm99*trm.w
THE FAMOUS LITTLE PILLS·

j

j

For quick relief from Biûousne»,
Sick Headache, Torpid Liver. Jaundlcs. Dizziness, and all troubles arising from «η inactive or sluggish liver.
DeWltt'a Util· Early Risen are un-

equalled.
They act promptly and
to

aa a

mild laxative ; two or four act as a

purely vegetable and absolutely
harmless. They tonic the liver.

Have You

it

8· C. DeWitt k Co.· Chicago

Sold

by r. A. Shurtieff A Co.;

wide-angle

lens does for the camera.
Come and see them, then

preciate their

PEELED PULPWOOD.

Franklin

Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
Poplar delivered at

and

Tenney,

any «talion.

E. If.

House, Norway,

Tuesday

and ist
month.

hours, 10:30 A. M. to 4
Eyes Examined free.

P. M.

1 will furnish
Slie or Style at

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Outalde work, send In your orders Pine Lum
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

Mats, Mirrors

in

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

E.

Mouldings *1.

W.

CHANDLER,

place.

8. lufortn.
6. Comfort.

333.—Kllininated Vowel·.
The following are all names of well
knowu songs:
1. "Hm, Swt Hm."
"
*Ts th Lst Rs f Smmr."
2.
No.

8S4.—Crouword Enigma,

a

Turpentine applied with a bit of flannel will (especially when the stains are
deep) restore the whiteness of ivory

buzzing sound; sub

I

I

I
I

I

Fresh meats of all kinds constantly

on

! hand.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
Fresh tish arrives every Monday after-

L. M. TUFTS,

Thursday morning.
shipping live stock every week,
paying full market price.

noon

and

Am

SOUTH PARIS.

and

T.
MARKET

Tliayer,

SQUARE,

SOUTH PARIS.

buildings and new
large,
FILL OCT. CUT OFF AND MAIL TO US.
equipment throughout, revised courses
PLEASESEND YOUR CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force, it
GIVING PULL INPORMATION

To

I

new

has the best facilities in the world for
young men and women.
Nevvr has there been such a demand
for young people who have a thorough
training for business. More than 30 applications a month are received for Bliss

Street, graduates.
Pull information together
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
will
City or town, upon request. Aitscall at tne schoolPALL
convince you of
superiority.
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18
State.
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A*

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

CASTOR IA (vMAariCMta

Bears the

Tto(MrNlniMnjslM«H T*

on

—

I

I Β Β » U L
F C L Μ Ε .V
Μ Β >

j

here?

civilization,

I

Clear thinking, decisive action, vim
Children's colds should never be
and vigor of body and mind, the sparkle
neglected. It is a great mistake to send
of life, come· to all who nse Hollister's a
with
inone out in
Rocky Mountain Tea. 35 cent·. Tea or cipient or a developed cold. There are
Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.; Orin mothers who fear to ooddle and weaken
Steven·.
the child by keeping him In the house,
and so let him go out to increase the
First Insurance Financier (after testimischief, which may perhaps end in an
fying nervously)—"How did I acquit attaok on the lungs.

lfttle

tLjrinter

"Prevention is better than cure, ^ and
m soon as a oold shows itself, the little

patient should be given remedies.

Don't be Imposed upon by taking subDry rubbing the chest, back ind sides
stitute· offered for Foley's Hooey and of the
body with a handful of mustard
Tar. F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.
is
in about
and

flour,
equal proportions,
eood remedy for a cold on the chest.
to
"Toar sudden marriage Mr. 8appy," The mustard draws a little, but not
said the ex-widow's friend, "surprised nearly so much as a poultloe, while it Is
me." "I reckon itsurprised him, also," a far more
agreeable application.
replied the bride with a smile.
tomatoes hollowed out and
or
Apples
Foley'· Honey and Tar positively cure· filled with oelery "»d ,ηα*
all throat and lung dls···—. Refuse change for a salad served with · welt·
•abrtitatea. V. A. ihurtleff é Co.
msyonmi—.
a

m^"*

/

and
Shurtleff & Co.
sure

Beautifying methods that injure the
Other people laugh at your good story.
Be Your wife feels called
skin and health are dangeroua.
upon to remind
beautiful without discomfort by taking you that she has heard it
forty timee beHollister's Rocky Mountain Tea. Sun- fore. Your people praise your youthshiny faces follow it· use. 35 cents. F. ful vivacity. Your husband feels free to
A. Shurtleff ά Co.; Oriη Stevens.
tell yon not to make a stupid of yourself
by acting like a school girl when you
NO WONDER.
look like forty years old.
She aaid she loved him with all her
It is on our husbands and wives we
might,
flash out all the ill-temper and nerves
No wonder he was elate,
and irritability we have not dared vent
For she was a widow in weeds bedight, on customers and servants. It is our
And a widow's mite is great.
husbands and wives who tell us the
about ourselves that we don t
A kidney or bladder trouble can al- things
I want to know.
cured
be
by using Foley's Kidney
ways
Courtesy is the buffer which we interKidney Cure in time. F. ▲. Shurtleff & pose between ourselves and the unCo.
pleasant facts of life. Nowhere else is
it so needed as in matrimony. Nowhere
"To what extent do you believe in
else is it so completely dispensed with,
simple life?"
which accounts for the number and
"By never indulging in those things violence of the
family jars we hear on
that you do not care for."
I every side.—Ex.

Second Insurance Financier (fiercely)—
"There was no jury!"

were
the bootjacks and coal that
sat and
thrown at him at night as he
eang on the back fence.
He didn't belong to any one in particular, but he usually slept in Mr. SlipSo the neighper Slopper'e coal bin.
bors all came to Mr. Slipper Slopper
and said his cat was "stealing their
chickens Γ His cat was "stealing their

So Mr. Slipper Slopper made
was a "no
up his mind that as the cat
no friends he better
had
and
cat
good"

milk!"

"You

the cat.
steal others'

physician.

*'

Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

What is CASTORIA

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels» giving healthy and natural sleep.

Designs
Copyright· Ac.

ψ ν

P^en^bleiConimunlca·

...

Scientific American.

a

goric» Drops

RADE IW«

Anyone fending a sketch and description in·»
our opinion free whether an
aulckly ascertnln
n.„k.ki. ..lontiKbi
Pommun ca·
Invention la probably
HANDBOOK on Patenta
ttlone
lone 11
strictly
.itrlctiy confidential.fur
securing patent·.
oldest agency for securm
free, Oldest
sent free.
k Co. receive
Jlunn &
Patenta taken through Munn
u· the
wnuuub v-unrno,
charge, In
HCUll notice,
TKHlce, without
tpteial

m

Castor Oil, Pareharmless substitute
and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium» Morphine nor other Narcotio
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Castoria is

Patents

Slipper Slopper shortly.

Γ

unnecessary

ance.

food," said Mr.

"I might do you some good some
day," whined the cat.
"You're no good," said his master,
and, taking his water pail on his arm

The Kind You Have Always Bought» and which has been
in use for over 30 years* has borne the signature of
and has been made under his pereonal supervision since its infancy.
/<ucAi/ti Allow no one to deceive you in this.
"
All Counterfeits, Imitations and " Just-as-good arc but
health of
the
and
with
trifle
that
endanger
Experiments

calls are made
Follow the first
rule of health. "Keep your bowels
regular." Take "L. F." Atwood's Bitters when nature needs a little assist-

Many

upon the

be drowned.
Ile told this to the cat, and at once
the cat got his back up.
"I wou't go," said the cat.
"You will go," said Mr. S.
"But I catch rats and mice for you,"

pleaded

truly,

Yours very

MRS. ETTA M. PACKARD,
Ripley, Me.

The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

GENUINE

CASTORIA
Bears the

A handsomely Illustrated Weekly. largest cir·
culation of any sclentttic journal. Term·, 9>
year ; four months, fL Bold by all newsdealer*.

Signature

ALWAYS

of

ÉNN SCo.""»·*·'. New York
Braacb Office. 625 Κ SU Washington, D. C.

The Kind You Hare Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
TNI CEtfTAUR COMPANY, TT MUMMV ITMIT. NM> MM CfTV.

ll yon

DliAliGlil) UlU, SCKATCUINU AND HOWLING.

now

and seizing the cat by the tall, be
dragged him, scratching and bowling,
to tbe river.
"Wb.it are you going to do?" cried

J
j
:

and see," said Mr. Sllppoi
Me took a long cord from bij
pocket and tied it about tbe cat's neck
and ι ben bent down over tbe bank to
get a big stone, liut bis foot slipped
and in be went, splashing and bowling

Stopper.

into the deep water.
Sir. Slipper Slopper when a boy had
never learned to swim.
"It's all ni» with me." he moaned.
But the "in goad" cat made for home,
As he came alone Mrs. Slipper Sloppei
shore jus»l
grew auxiqus and ran to the
in time to pull her husband out.

te-

knew how good,
how satisfactory

Roofing

really is; if yon only knew how easily it can be
put on and how long it lasts; if you only knew
what a good all-round roof it is, you would save
on the place.
money by using it for every building
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no tar, slate color,
io you what the
any one can lay it. Let us prove
will
do.
Paroid
Pooling
genuine

tbe cat.
"Wait

I

only

durable,

Parold

The Salvation army
invites you to participate in bringing Christmas cheer and joy to
FOUR THOUSAND poor chil-

Send

for

Free

Sample

It will save yon
and book on "Building Economy."
Get the /genuine—
money. Don't take a cheap imitation.
the roof that lasts. A complete routing
kit in every roil

dren, and FIFTEEN THOUSAND destitute men and women.
Donations thankfully received by
Colonel Vm, Evans,

SON,

S. P. MAXIM &

Licensed Taxidermist,

COUNT

strength

which tear and gorge the tiger's llesh,
NOTICE.
until within the hour naught of that
Whereas, my wife, Lena May Judklns, lias
a
clean
left iny bed and board without lust cause, all
splendid brute remains but
are hereby forbidden to harbor or trust
picked skeleton. Sir Edward Brad- persons
her on my account, as I shall pay no bills of her
den's "Thirty Years of Shikar."
contracting after this date.
-·

T. J. JUDKINS.

The Cnrae of Scotland.

Among the

reasons

South Paris, Me., Nov. 27, 1905.

constipate.,

Bred at Village Farm.

SiKED by Dibect Hai., 2.04 1-4.

U wvuu(
IIO VUU
Countess,
Dam,If The
of Florida
Dam of Chlmeebrlno(4),2.281-4, elre
Chimes (p), 2.16 1-4, and 2 othere In 2.30.

Dictator, 113.

Sleighs !

Watch for my List
Every Week.
I

now

have

A CAR LOAD OF
NEW SLEIGHS
NOW READY FOR
SALE.
I CAN SELL YOU A

a

Cheap Horse,

laud" as having caused the nine of
diamonds to be called the curse of
Scotlaud because he stole uine diamonds out of the royal crown in the
reign of Mary Stuart, in conséquence

which I am to sell at your own price.
I also have a large lot of Household Furniture,

Better

Beds, Bedding, Dishes, &c.

which have been in use only a few
months and are as good as new.

—

OTSCBR THINGS.

Less

A Nice Organ, and many small
articles. Call at my Auction Rooms.
No. 2 Western Avenue, afternoons.

used on your table and let the bird eat
it as he likes. In a week he'll turn α
Bird lice are
beautiful orange color.
troublesome at times. A pinch of powdered saffron put under the wings will
Gravel in the
drive away the pests.
cage every day and a dish of tepid water for a bath every other day are indispensable to the singer's health and

Sleigh

FOR

Money

than you can buy anywhere else in the coun-

Open Saturday Evening.

try.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Lie hair.
a
luxuriant provth.
Never Fill· to Bcitore Qr*y
Hair to tU Youthful Color.
Cute· κ·»1ρ Jiw· * h«lr
ft)c, and >Um»t DruptUti

[Clean**· and beauttfici

happiness.

She—Did she cry for help when he
f
kissed her? He—No; I believe she just your temperature."
"All right," responded the patient in
helped herself.
"You've
a tone of utter resignation.
REFORM got about everything else I own.
FROM
THE
REPORT
There's no reason why you shouldn't
SCHOOL.
J. Q. Oluck, superintendent, Prunty- take that too."—Paris Journal.
town, W. Va., writes: "After trying all
Reaaaared.
other advertised cough medicines we
have decided to use Foley'· Honey and
"You haven't married me ?ust to
Tar exclusively in the West Virginia
spite somebody else, have you?" she
Reform School. I find it the most efasked,
looking anxiously up Into bis
F.
and
harmless."
fective
absolutely
blue eyee.
honest
A. Shurtleff à Co.
"No, dear," he absentmlndedly reHER DARNS CAME HIGH.
plied. "I took you for your money
She always darned her hose with silk— alone."—Chicago Record-Herald.
The holes were quite extensive—
Two Lot··.
The price of silk was very high;
Which made them darned expensive.
"But, Emma, how can you prefer the
plain and shabbily dretsed Julius to
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea is
my elegant and handsooae brother?"
to
It
goea
electriolty.
simply liquid
"That is quite simple. Your brother
every part of your body, bringing new
in love with himself, and Julius with
blood, strength and new vigor. It Is
make· you well and keeps you well. 36 me."—Paris Journal.
cents. Tea or Tablet·. F. A. Short·
Rich.
leff A Co.; Oris Stevens.
"I suppose your idea of a rich man
WHAT'S TO BE DONE?
Is one who baa everything he wants?"
She sent me back my look of hair,
"No; It's one who has everything I
She sent me baek my ring,
want"—Philadelphia Ledger.
She sent me back my letters—there
Were fifty—tied with string.
'A Vetera·.
She asked me to return each note
Lawyer—The crosa examination d' 1
Of hers. What's το be done?
not aeem to worry yon a little bit
Of all the letters that she wrote,
Have you bad any previooa experience?
I haven't kept e'en one!
Cllent-Bix children.
A TIMELY TOPIC.
Hla Treaaare.
At this eeaaon of ooughs and oolds It is
well to know that Foley's Honey and
Hie Count (who has bad a little tiff
Tar le the greatest throat and lnng with his fiancee, the heireas)—But, my
remedy. It oures quickly and prevents treasure— The Heiress—Your treasure?
sortons results from a oold. 7. A. ShurtTour JSTttt&Mnt, 700 jams.
leff A Co.

1829.

SOUTH PARIS, MB.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S STABLE,
RISK.
OWNERS'
AT
MARES
TERMS : «25 TO WARRANT. ALL

—

Realgnad.
said the physician who is noted for his heavy charges, "I must take

by

of
Sister of La Oscaletta, 2.29 3-4: grandam
Almont
Lucretla, 2.2o; Blaine, 2.27 1-2; dam of
of
I.
sire
Dictator,

Introduction of the malt tax iuto Scot"Chronology; or, The Historian's Companhtn," Fourth Edition, by
Thomas Tegg. Loudon, 1820.
There Is a George Campbell mentioned in Burton's "History of Scot-

"Now,"

by Mambrico King, 1279

by Almont, Jr.,

Toilet,
12d dam,
Dam of Residuary Legatee,2.311-2; Geyser Boy,
2.20 1-4.

diamonds lias been called the curse of
Scotland are the following:
Diamonds, nine of, called the curse
of Scotland, from a Scotch member of
parliament, part of whose family arms
Is the nine of diamonds, voting for the
laud.

! 1902.

DIRECT.

3d dam, Mermaid

why the uiue of

using, put
of which all Scotland was taxed.
wards brush with rather a stiff brush, In Use For Over 80 Tear·.
such, for instance, as a scrubbing or
The Kind Too Bave Always Bought.
boot brush.
Canarlea.
Furs that become greasy in wear can
Sometimes a canary's coat gets a
With the Devon and Somerset. Sportsbe rubbed with turpentine previous to
yellow. Give him half au
cleaning them with warm bran.—Mc-· man (from the bog)—Confound you, pale, sickly
didn't you say there was a sound bottom ounce of ground red pepper such as Is
Call's Magazine.

Να 346.—Familiar Proverbe: "All's
Politeness in the Home.
Shepherd—Zo there be, maister; but
well that euds fvell." "Strike when
Marriage is life with the veneer rubbed thou 'aven't got down to un yet!
the Irou is hot."
off. It is the one relationship in the
No. 347.—Triple Beheadings: 1. Fla- world in which men and women feel that COUGHS, COLDS AND CONSTIPATION.
grant. 2. Arr-ears. 3. Lab-oratory. 4. they can dispense with all the amenities
and in which they have
of
Few people realize when taking cough
Nar-row. 5. Uob-goblln.
the courage of their rudeness.
medicines other than Foley's Honey and
No. 348.—A Stack of Corn: 1. CornJ Human beings have no ideas of how Tar, that
thejr contain opiates which are
cob. 2. Corn-cracker. 3. Corn flower.
many faults they poeeess, nor how' they
besides being unsafe, par4. Cornelia. 5. Corn-et. β. A-corn. 7. look to others, until they hear the litany constipating
for children.
Foley's Honey
ticularly
9.
Corn-cutter.
CornS.
of
their shortcomings chanted witn and Tar contains no
Capri-corn.
opiates, is safe and
relentless candor by their husbands or
ucopia. 10. Corn-ea.
F. A.
will not

myself?"

9, 1904.

DECORATE.

j

Β Κ

February

"How did you know?" he gasped.
—
THOUSAND DOLLARS' WORTH
AGENTS,
"It was tbe cat," she replied.
OF GOOD.
S East Brook line Street, Boston» Mass.
'
"lie was some good, then, after all,'
South Pari»,
Maine.
A. H. Thurnes, a well known coal said Mr. S. So be was.—Fittsbung Disoperator of Buffalo, O., writes, "I have patch.
NOTICE.
been afflicted with kidney and bladder !
The subscriber hereby (fives notice that he hits
trouble for years, passing gravel or
been duly appointed administrator of the
Vulture· and m Dead Tiger.
no
of
I
estate
got
stones with e-cruciatlng pain.
L The vubure is seen at its best when
EMILY A. CHASE, laic of Tarls,
ν*
relief from medicines until I began taka dead tiger, brought into camp to be In the County of Oxford, deceased, ami given
the
result
then
Cure,
the law directs. Λ11 persons having
Kidney
as
bonds
ing Foley's
1
Overin
tbe
Is
open.
skinned.
exposed
demands against the estate of said deceased are
A few doses started the
was surprising.
and not 11 bird desired to present tho same for settlement, and
brick dust like flne stones and now I bend is a cloudless sky,
all indebted thereto are requested to make payhuthe
void
by
have no pain across my kidneys and I to be seen in that great
ment Immediately.
JAMES 3. WRIGHT
Nov. 21st, 1906.
feel like a new man. It has done me a man eye. Tbe tiger's body is thrown
$1000 worth of good." F. A. Shurtlefl from the pad to tbe ground, and before
Black stallion, white ankles
a
Λ Co.
Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Every inch king.
tbe skin has been removed there above
J. WALDO NASH,
owned
are
earth
by
one and always nearing tbe
behind, 10 hands, weighs 1160 pounds,
She—Youth and beauty cannot last.
the vultures circling, poising like
JOHN B. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.
He—Some women think they can keep
WM. J. WHEELER, South Paris, Me.
thiugs of air, now 11 dozen of them, in
the world from finding it out.
"The Handsomest Hone in
a few minutes a score or two and then
Sired by Dabk Devil, 2.09, by Mambbino Kino,
Lord
March, 2.111-2; Diamond
of
Jewel.
(Dam
CAN YOU BELIEVE YOUR SENSES! ! a hundred strong. Then, when tbe
Jewel.
the World." Dam
MASONIO BLOCK,
large
snip, right hind ankle
mare,
2.21
Bay
1-2;)
left
Dexter,
and
is
Point
taste
smell,
of
tbe tiger
by
When two of them,
! flayed carcass
King, (p) 2.19 1-2;
Farm. Sirod by Ai.mont Jk., 1829.
at
Bred
Village
1«86.
denot
8,
if
June
Foaled
utterly
white.
having been impaired
j those who skinned it, the vultures de2.14 1-4; Globe, 2.14 3-4;
NORWAY.
Connection.
Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 3-4; Wardwell,
I Record 2.26.
stroyed, by Nasal Catarrh, are fully re- i scend. Down they come like feathered Telephone
46 other·
2.16 1-4; Architect, (p) 2.16 1-4; And
Wardwell,
(p)
2.15
stored by Ely's Cream Balm, can you < thunder out of the
Orvid, (p)
1-4;
sky, and from east
all
that
deserves
this
that
in
2.30.
remedy
doubt
Pullets for Sale.
! and west and north und south, the very
OF W. J. WHEELER, SOUTH
has been said of it by the thousands
DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE
of power while they
whom it has cured? It is applied direct- embodiment
nice
WARRANT.
Twelve May-hatched pullets,
PARIS, MAINE. TERMS : $25 TO
in their quick dely to the affected air-passages and begins whirled aloft and
its healing work at once. Why not get scent to earth, and now, as they wad- ones.
it to-day? All druggists or mailed by dle around that carrion beast, misA. J. PENLEY,
Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York, shapen ghouls, whose only apparent Dec.
South Paris, Me.
hind legs white. Foaled June 25,
4, '05.
on receipt of 50 cents.
Black colt, large stripe, front ankles white,
is that of the ravening Jaws

I

Β Ν Τ I

Thafs What "L F." Costs

The "No Good" Cat

A

I

A Β 1) Κ Ν Τ

Family Physician for 35e·

Dear Sirs :—
We have used "L. F." Bitters in our
cence.
Ou ce there was a "no good" cat, just family for a long time, and consider
color
of
who
rain
in
a
cat
"And the leaves fell
α plain, thin, dirty looking
them indispensable for all liver and
through the transparent air. In the epent most of hie time asleep in the stomach troubles.
a
heard
I
gardengarden, one afternoon,
They are, in fact, our family physician.
coal bin in the day time and dodging

I
I

—

AO An·")*» Story Fer
Little Polks

the

I
I
I

W

With

England,

I

Meat Market.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

It was in New

knife handles.
Gilt frames can be cleaned by wiping
them with a small sponge moistened
Ko. 3CU.—A Uroop of Dos·.
with oil of turpentine; wet the sponge
1. Sirius.
only just sufficiently to take off the dirt
2. A settled opinion.
and fly marks, then allow the frames to
8. A small tree.
I dry of themselves.
4. A gentle trot.
Turpentine ie an immense boon for
blisters on the hands, while it ie also
On the Other Side.
I good for come on the feet.
Little Joe (who bad been visiting In
Turpentine is a simple and safe remedy
the country)—Grandpa always milks for unbroken chilblains.
)
Persons suffering from rheumatism
bis cows on one elde.
can bave a little turpentine put in their
Mamma—Whlcb side, dear?
I bath water.
Little Joe— Why, the other side.
The method of removing spots of
paint, oil, grease, or tar from silk, woolen
Very Uood Hea»on.
or linen, is to pour a few drops of turpenMother—Willie, why do you quarrel tine on the
place and let it soak in, say,
Scribbler—Does he write fiction?
so much with that Jones boy?
for half an hour; then gently rub »n the
Scrawler—I imagine so. All his love
Willie—'Cause he's afraid to fight turpentine, when you will find the
mominer!— Life.
foreign substance crumbles out, as it stories end happily.
were, leaving the fabric as before.
FROM MEMCarpets can both be cleaned and fresh- BOY'S LIFE SAVED
Babr Talk.
CROUP.
BRANOUS
over them once a week
ened
bv
going
Mabel—What are you making?
with a broom dipped in hot water that
C. W. Lynch, a prominent citizen of
Auntit^— Angel cake, my dear.
has a little turpentine in it.
Winchester, Ind., writes: "My little boy
Wbere will you get the
Mabel
New paint is readily taken out by had a severe attack of membranous
angels to put In It?—New York World. spirits of turpentine; also, used liberal- croup, and only got relief after taking
lv and well rubbed in, it will remove
Foley's Honey and Tar. He got relief
Key to the Pumaler.
varnish from dresses, coats, etc., lixe- after one dose and I feel that it saved the
InitialsPuzzle:
boot
wise
cloth
Name
840.—A
No.
tops.
life of my boy." Refuse substitutes. F.
I A mixture composed of equal parts 01 A. Shurtleff
A Co.
Cora. 1. Charlotte. 2. Olivia. 3. Ru
will
remove
oil
and
linseed
turpentine
chel. 4. Amanda.
marks
on furniture caused by
white
Willie—Say, pop, did you ever kill a
No. 341.—Alliterations: 8. D. T. F
water ; rub it in with a soft rag and wipe bear? Papa—Oh, yes, I have killed a
P. B.
off with a perfectly clean duster.
Willie—Then 1 guess
great many.
No. 342.—Pyramid: Centrals—Keats
To remove stains from marble, take a you'll be President some day.
1. K. 2. N-E-t. 3. St-A-re. 4. Sca-T-ter. wineglassful of turpentine and ox gall,
Γ>. Bles-S-ings.
and mix into a paste with pipe clay.
Important to Mother·.
Central
348.
No.
Syncopations I Put the paste on the stain and let it reBrwntne carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
8 main two or three days.
2. Fo-U-nd.
Puree.
1. Se-P-al.
An excellent polish for floors is made a aafe and rare remedy for Infanta and children,
Ho-R-se. 4. Ba-S-il. 5. St-E-ep.
of half a pound of beeswax, shaved, put and eee that It
Is
:
No. 344.
Enigma
Progressive
into a gallipot, and covered with turpenlander.
tine; stand by the fire to dissolve. When Bears the
No. 345.—A Flight of Stalra:
some on a flannel and after- Signature of
I

cow
0 Ο W A Β D

Work

man.

low the old rule of "a teaapoonful
each person and one for the pot.1' An
ounce or half a cupful of tea contains
seven teaspoonfule, and will make six
for six
pints of tea, or two cupfuls each
tea for each er say to bis little son:
persons. After a cup of
"
Ί Wish you would rake up these
person has been poured out, another pint
dead leaves in a pile.'
of actually boiling water may be added
"
Ό, I don't feel like it,' whined thea
to that in the teapot, and before the secback's sore, and I've got
ond cup is needed, the tea will be of boy. 'My
cramp in my wrist, and there's growing
good medium strength.
In my leg.'
For making the tea, an earthenware or pains
"
'After you get 'em raked up, went
china teapot is preferable to one of metal.
make a
on the gardener, calmly, 'you can
Rinse the teapot with boiling water;
nice big bonfire out of them and jump
then put the tea into it, and pour in the
over It.'
boiling water; cover the teapot, and let
"The boa began to whoop and leap.
the tea stand to draw out its flavor as
"
'Hurrah!' he shouted. 'Where's the
but
before
it,
desirable
is
using
as
long
rake?' "—Washington Post.
do not set the teapot where the tea will
for
boil; it will be hot enough to drink onWhere Beecher Got Texte.
Some people
ten or fifteen minutes.
he went Beecher continued
Wherever
on
the
water
the
boiling
ly pour part of
of life through observation.
his
before
study
rest
add
the
and
just
tea at first,
To
Nothing else was half so interesting. the
using it. Sugar and milk are, of course, him
man was the greatest study in
need at the discretion of tea drinkers.
To read human nature, to place
A slice of lemon in a cup of tea, with world.
to emphasize
a very pleas- the right values upon men,
makes
no
but
milk,
sugar,
in them, to be able to
ant drink—this is Russian fashion. Cold the right thing
and
cream discriminate between the genuine
tea with milk and sugar or
to be able to pierce their masks
makes a very refreshing drink for a the false,
and read the real man or woman behind
warm summer day. It promotes the
was an accomplishment which he
sensation of coolness bo longed for in them,
regarded as one of a clergyman's greatest
the hot weather.
Shrewsbury cakes made by the follow- weapons.
Like Prof. Agassiz, who could see
ing recipe are a delicious and uncom- wonders in a scale
of a fish or a grain of
mon dainty to serve with afternoon tea.
also had an eye like the
Beat two ounces of butter and two ounces sand, Beecher
which reveals
of powdered sugar together, cream well; glase of a microscope,
in the dross and comthen add half a teaspoonful of ground marvels of beauty
had a magnifying power
cinnamon or grated lemon rind, and mix mon things. It
and beautiful
in. Beat up one egg and .halve it, add which sees the miraculous
He could see
half (no more, or mixture will be too in the commonplace.
where others saw
moist) to the butter, sugar, etc.; stir beauty and harmony
he
round very quickly, and beat thoroughly only ugliness and discord, because
with the spoon; sift four ounces of flour, read the hidden meanings in things.
marvelous
and stir gradually into the mixture with Like Ruekin, he could see the
When thoroughly mix- philosophy, the divine plan, in the lowa metal spoon.
divine
the
ed turn on to a floured board, cut in liest object. He could feel
half, flour the rolling pin and roll out presence in all created things.—Success.
half at a time rather thinly; flour a cutProgressive Appreciation.
ter or the top of a wine glass, and cut
Some of the country flowers illustrate
into cakes, place on a slightly greased
in a the truth that "the prophet is not withbake
and
sheet,
baking
as
moderate oven for fifteen minutes, until out honor save In his own country"
could possibly do it.
they begin to change color, but not to well as any personsummer
resident startOne morning a
brown. Remove from the oven, and
ed from Brookby with a bunch of flowwhen cold they will be crisp.
Children should never have tea, be- ers in her hand.
"Going to tote that whiteweed into
because their growing bodies need every
the man who drove
particle of nourishment which can be the city?" inquiredwith
evident scorn.
furnished by hearty food; the change of her to the station,
"Yes," said the young woman, quite
nourishment into healthy blood capable
of making sound muscles and strong unmoved by hie opinion.
On the train she was joined by anbones should never be retarded. Never
be tempted to give children tea for the other young woman who had formerly
but had married a
purpose of "staying" their appetites lived in the city,
when lack of money prevents a liberal Brookby man a few years before.
"Those are pretty daisies you have,"
supply of ordinary fooa; rather cheapen
the food. In place of meat and eggs use she paid, tolerantly.
"Yes, I think they are," said the sumplenty of soup, Indian meal, split pea
herself.
soup, brown bread and beans. All these mer visitor, smiling to
An hour later she handed the flowers
articles of food are cheap.—Ex.
to a friend in a busy city office.
The Use of Turpentine.
"O, what lovely marguerites!" cried
Turpentine is excellent and soothing the recipient.
"I'm so glad you like them," said the
when applied to scalds and cuts.
It will take ink stains out of muslin young woman quietly. "I thought you
when added to soap and also helps to would."—Youth's Companion.
whiten clothes if added to the water in
Mr. Timid—I—er
She Didn't Halt.
which they are boiled.
has told you the—
Moths will not come near clothes suppose your daughter
to you—er—
sprinkled with turpentine; they seem to er—object of my—er—visit
this evening.
hate its odor.
ner Father—Yes, young man, and she
A few drops of turpentine sprinkled
will ex- told it better than you seem able to.

My tirst'B in air. my second lair,
My third In spiny things;
My fourth's In Ice, my fifth In mice.
My sixth In tiny rings;
My seventh Is of naught the source,
My eighth of wounds the starter;
My ninth Is prominent in force;
My tenth's In bond, not barter;
With my eleventh dog Is spelled
And with my twelfth an eyrie;
My thirteen ricks, my fourteen lick·.
where cockroaches congregate
My fifteenth And In dearie.
terminate them at once, while it will aleo
While my sixteenth runs and seventeen
dçive red and black ants away.
duns.
Tan leather boots can be nicely cleanMy whole's a little girl
Pour a few drops
With no surname, but well known tc ed with turpentine.
on a woolen cloth and rub.
fame
world.
a
mirror
of
can
be cleaned by rubBecause
White kid boots
bing them well with spirits of turpenNo. 355.—Subtractions.
tine, using a clean white rag; they will
L Subtract a possessive pronoun from Bret appear quite yellow, but must be
dried before the fire and flour rubbed
a dwarf and have a domestic auimal
tbem to restore their pristine
subtract the auimal from a plait ol well into
When quite dry, carefully
freshness.
hair and have Its tall.
wipe the flour off.
2. Subtract an lusect from an lm

—

Wp«t Snmnn

Crayon, Water color,

Nichols St..

DOORS and WINDOWS of any
reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.

and Pictures,

High Grade Portrait

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I

Office

Picture Frames

&

rocky projection.

He was a Hoy All K«m.
Hall Caine wu praising the American
autumn. "I vielted In October," he
Mid. "the country house of a New York

mountain aide, and the splendid colore
of the foliage—the scarlet· and golds and
the
fol- Innumerable flamelike tints—gave to
for still forests an indescribable magnifi-

I
I

MAINE.

WEST PARIS,

Oculist,

will be at Elm

A

A bird.
A prevaricator.
An open space for contests to takt

tract this souud from monotonous ami
have au lustrument of military music

Ε. Η. PIKE,

Tuesday, Aug. 1st,
of each following

4.
5.
β.
7.

postor and have

Wanted.

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

Dr. Austin

ap-

SOUTH PARIS.

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.

Wharf, Portland, Me.

you'll

opticus,

7 P. M.

Agent,

value.

glass

grade

Samuel Richards,

steamers of this line leave

Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at

LISCOMB,

perfect

The Toric Lens does for the
exactly what the high

Fmto

F.

lenses which do such

wearer

PORTLAND AND BOSTON UNE.

J.

Camera ?

work.

Portland Division.

new

a

Even if you haven't, you know there's a
vast difference between the lenses used
in cheap cameras and the high-priced,

Eastern Steamship Company.

Superb

LENS.

LENS.

are

only

TORIC

ORDINARY

pleasant and effective cathartic. They

reePARio

Uclous beverages.
1. Approaching.
2. An lslaud in the Pacific.
8. A large body of water.

No.

gripe.
pleasure

dainty that it Is a
take them. One to two act

SAS.—Double Acrostic.
The lnltluls and finale spell two de
No.

3. "Mrcliug Thrgli Grg."
4. "Cmug Tbrgh th Hy."

never

are ao

now;

and mow,
•lgh heaped are stack and bin
wealth of fruit the cellars hide,
•or Is there lack of grain beside.
•Indred and friends who gather here
•hail swell the strain of mirthful cheer
•reat God. to thee our songs of praise
•n humble gratitude we raise.
Ictortous over foreign foes,
•n peace our land triumphant grows,
•o voice but thine would we obey;
•rant us thy blessing. Lord, today.
*

his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays. That he may be decreed
from all
by the Court to have a full discharge
debts provable against his estate under said
such debts as are exexcept
Acts,
bankruptcy
cepted by law from sucn discharge.
Dated this 21st day of Nov., A. I). 1905.
ALVAH J. MARBLE, Bankrupt.

close out odd patterns and clean

NORWAY,

copy.

In the matter of
ALVAH J. MARBLE,

Carpets

Wool

The>

300.—Book Title.

favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

own

your

The Cup that Cheers.
To make tea of ordinary strength,

No. 848.—Hoarff la ta.
Centrals name a large fowl.
1. A combat
2. A steam towboat.
3. A letter In trice.
4. To Increase.
6. A small wooden pin.
β. A letter In try.

and contains all the moat important news
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
have not
If you live in the village or on a farm and
in close touch
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept
small cost.
with all important news of the world at a very
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
with
TRIBUNE is only f 1.50 per year, butvou can secure it

A

M

OorraponUenee on topic· of latere·» to the Uutte
la solicited. Addreu: Editor Ho«MAi»«
OOLTTKK, Oxford Democrat, Parte. M«n«·

almost as
is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people,
Rural Free Delivery Carriei
good as a daily, and yourtimes
every week.
brings it to your door three
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
of The Daily

GOOD

to

HOMEMA.KERS' COLUMN.

Proir.oU··

Â

Macy Xmas Bargain

$2.00 Liberty Silk Throw Scarf.

$1.34

New York

city

,

H.

P. MILLETT,
South Paris, Me.

QUAKER

RAiNGU

well dressed won)en

wearing ueck pieces these crisp December days to add Jauntlness ,ιιικί finare

ish to their costume as well as com fort.
Women everywhere should wear one of

these becoming Scarfs.
more

'appropriate

as a

What could he

Christmas Gift

than a pretty Scarf, made In style as
Illustrated, of plaited liberty silk and
edged with shirred silk ribbon, forty
six indie* long, and made in Mack,

white, black
with black?

edged

with white or white
Postage β

Price,

$1.34.

Each Scarf will be neatly
packed in a box. and every order shipped the same day as received.

cents extra.

We will prouiptly and cheerfully refund your money upon return of the
Scarf If It is not in every way satisfactory to you. This is our rule with
all goods purchased from us.

If you haven't a copy of our General
Catalogue in your house, write for it
today. It will be sent you free of all
eharges.
Addr··· Room 2tt

R. H. MACY Φ CO.
NEV YOU

ι

The nickel rails in the

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
on

without bolts.
50 cts.

°°w",Bi

50 cts.. w#.k tt

Variety Star·, Norway.

